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Final Check
Received By
Hospital
a Murray Hospital received a
final check in the amount of$13, 45040from the Ford Founda-
tion on March 18. Last April, the
hospital received the first check
in the same amount.
Visitors and patients alike have
commented on the "new look"
. Ales- hecal has acquired since
the first check has been spent.
The Ford money plus the funds
Iliraised locally by the Hospital
Auxiliary last year has succeeded
in helping to modernize the hos-
pital plant which has, in turn,
helped the hospital to give better
patient care, a spokesman said.
Some of the items purchased
to date include laundry equip-
ment, x-ray equipment, air con-
ditioners fire doors, surgical in-
struments, a bed pan washer, an
nice cube maker and trainingfilms for nurses. -
The Board of Directors voted
to purchase the following items
with the money received this
week: Doctor's in and out regis-
ter, paging system, bed side cabi-
sets, emergency entrance canopy,
clothes cabinets, dressers, hot air
sterilizer, air conditioners, adding
machine, office furniture, shrub-
bery and accoustical tile.
Inventories Of
Bonded Whiskey In
State Near Record
FRANKFORT 
— The state
Department of Revenue report-
ed Tuesday that inventories o1
a bonded bourbon whiskies in Ken-
tucky warehouses were the sec-
ond highest in history
The revenue department said
there were 7.079.023 barrels of
bonded whiskies undergoing the
aging process as of Jan. 1.
The only year with a higher
inventory W 857 the Korean War
year of 1952 when whisky in-
ventories amounted to 7,145,250
d, barrels
le The Kentucky State Tax Com-
mission has. placed a tentative
property tax assessment of $217,-
623,222 on the 
-distilled spirits
in Kentucky warehouses as of
Jan. 1 The assessment total Was
up about $2,696.000 ever the
total last year.
Most of the increase in prop-
erty tax assessment was credited
to the increase in inventories
• of bonded bourbon which is
assessed at a rate of $30 per
Overage so-gallon barrel
The inventigy of bonded bour-
bon increased by 120,000 barrels
over last year.
An increase in the assessment
rate on neutral spirits more
than offset a sharp per cent
decrease in the amount of neu-
tral spirits inventoried this year.
Neutral spirits stocks decreased
from 217.000 barrels to 201.000
barrels during the past year.
The assessment rate increases
on the four categories of neutral
spirits ranged from $3 75 to $5.25
a barrel.
The only decrease in assess-
ment was In the corn whisky
category which was assessed at
$24 a barrel. Corn whisky stocks
decreased from 300.000 barrels
in 1956 to 250.000 barrels in
1957. which would result in a
$1.2 million drop in (torn whisky
assessment.
Six of Kentucky's whisky-pro-
during counties showed dollar
losses in the assessment of whis-
ks in storage. The sharpest de-
cline was in Davies! County.
where the tassessment dropped
$1,188,000.
.11
Weather
Report
By UNITED PRESS
Southwest Kentucky — Be-
coming generally fair. continued
Jr rather cool today, high 55. Partly
cloudy tonight, low 40. Thursday
partly cloudy and mild, chance
of rain late Thursday.
4
Some 5:30 a.m temperatures:
Louisville 36. Lexington 34, Pa-
ducah 39, Bowling Green 37,
Covington 33, London 37 and
Hopkinsville 38.
,Evanaville, Id., 37.
•
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Clean-Up, Paint-Up, Fix-Up, Light-Up, Plant-Up
Mayor George Hart sets the example for cleaning up the city in the 'photo-
graph above as he stands ready with mop bucket and mop. Assisting in carrying
out the theme of the next 30 days is Alvin Barrel], financial secretary of the local
carpenter's union and Stanley Henry, financial secretary of the painter's union.
A united effort is being put forth this Spring by the Chamber of Commerce to
hold a real clean-up and paint-up campaign. Several agencies are working in co-
operation with L. D. Miller, executive sec rotary of the local chamber on the project
to make it succeasful.
Aged Resident
Passes Away
Mr. William Wallace Outland,
age 87. died at his home Tues-
day. March 19, at 5:15 p.m. He
had been in ill health for several
months, but his last illness was
only five days.
Surviving relatives are: t %V 0
daughters, Mrs. Starkie Colson,
Murray. Mrs. Gatlin Outland,
Murray; two sons, Floyd Outland,
Murray. Flannary Outland, Rt. 3.
Hazel; one brother. Jake Out-
land. Murray. seven grandchil-
dren and-keverit nieces a n
nephews.
He was a member of 'the Elm
Grove Baptist Church where the
funeral will be held Thursday
at 2:30 p.m.. with Rev. Norman
Culpepper officiating. Burial will
be in the Outland Cemetery.
Friends may call „at the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Horne until The
funeral hour.
Possum Takes Over
Pei-eh In Tree
Of Court Yard
A. new _mascot reigns_ over the
county court hopse and all the
cities dogs cannot dislodge his
lofty throne.
However, a -wily ti-possum.
which has been perched in a
court house yard tree for the
last 24 hours may yet find the
city a poet Iplaee of sanction
Directly aeross the street, the
watch "bulls" of the city police
are observing his every move and
have had hiirl treed since early
Tuesday morning.
Any time now the trained dogs
are expecting to launch their
"V day and enjoin in a meal
which city pups' seldom know.
But the "possum" is probably
thinking that he has outwitted
smarter (togs than the eit‘, hall
mongrels. calif_ "to order by Mrs. L. E.
College Band To
Present Concert
The Murray State College band
will present its annual spring
cAcert in the C011ege Auditor-
ium Tuesday. March 26. at 8:15
p.m.
Dee Barton. sophomore trom-
bonist of Starks%ille, Miss., will
be soloist:
The program for the .concert
is as yet incomplete, but among
the selections will be "Concerto
for Trombone" by Rimsky-Kar-
sakoff, "The Victory at Sea
Suite" by Richard Rogers. and
?TjfieTe-117-alts Welti by Gillis.
FIVE DAY FORECAST
By United Press
Kentucky — Temperatures for
the five - day period. Thursday
through Monday, will average
two to. five degrees above the
Kentucky normal of 50 degrees.
Temperatures generally will av-
erage above normal Intil cooler
about Sunday or Monday. Pre-
cipitation will average one half
to one inch with several' days
of shewers, principally on Fri-
day. Showers will possibly begin
in the Southwest by Thursday.
Arkansas has had five consti-
tutions — 1836. 1861. 1864. 1868
and T874. The present constitu-
tion has been amended 42 times.
Bob Canady
Dies Tuesday
6b Cenady. age 87. passed
, astay yesterday at 5:30 in Cleve-
laid, Ohio. He had been there
for the past two weeks visiting
his son. Goble Canady.
Survivors include four daugh-,
teos. Mrs. Josie McCormick of
CA/cago, Mrs. Mary Hutchens of
Metropolis, Mr+, Vera Sparks of
Aline.Ky.. and Mrs. Robbie Par-
rish of Hamlin. Ky.; three sons.
Sh'elhal ...f Murray, Johnson of
Murray and. Goble of Cleveland,
Ohio; two sisters, Mrs Lizzie
Alan of Puryear. Tenn., and Mrs.
Ida Crawford of Puryear; two
brothers. Will Canady of Buch-
anan. Tenn.. and Jesse Canady
of Puryear; thirty grandchildren;
se 
i 
eral grett great grandchildren.
e was a member Of the Pleas-
ant Valley Church of C4rist. The
fuiteral will *be held at the Max
H. Churchill Funeral Home Cha-
pel on Friday. Bro. Don Kester
will officiate.
Burial will be in the Walton
Parker Cemetery. Friends may
can at the Max H. Churchill
Funeral Home until the funeral
hour 'after 8:00 a.m. on Thursday.
Aberdeen-Angus
Association To
Hold Show, Sale
The Kentucky Aberdeen-Angus
Breeders Association, in coopera-
tion with the State Department
of Agriculture, plans the Aber-
deen - Angus Sweepstakes on
March 22 and 23 in Louisville
a! the new State Fairgrounds.
7 he show and sale will involve
2orf ,,tgistered Aberdeen - Angus
T Two hundred .are entered
in' the show with 33 bulls and
123 females to be sold at auction
on Saturday. March 23 beginning
at PAO a.m.
A banquet will be held at the
Kentucky Hotel at 6:30 on Fri-
day March 22.
Dr. Frank Dickey. president of
the University of Kentucky will
deliver the principal address. Fort Campbell
Other speakers will be Governor Soldier Killed InChandler. Commissioner of Agri-
culture Ben Butler.. ana Dr. Tavern Near Mayfield
Frank Welch. director of Exten-
sion and Dean of the college of
Agriculture at UK. r.
Robert Ether:ton .of Murray is
eresident of the state association.
Arlie Scott of Murray 'will assist
with the show.
Pat D. Orr
Now In Germany
U. S FORCES. Germany
Army Pvt. Pat D. Orr. son of
Mr.' and Mrs. Willie Orr. Route
4 Murray. recently arrived in
Germany and is new a member
of the 3rd Armored Division.
Orr. assigned to the 122nd
Armored Ordnance Battalion, en-
tered the Army is October 1956
:Ynd comoleted basic training at
Fort Hod, Tex.
The 22-year-old soldier is a
1952 graduate of Lynn Grove
High School.
MAYFIEI.D. Ky. 4? — A It.
Campbell soldier was shd to
death early today and a two-
state search was underway for
his companion following an at-
tempted robbery of Seay's U. S.
45 Tavern 10 miles south of
Paducah.
State police here identified the
would-be bandit as Joe Smith,
22. (pui rank available) stationed
at r Campbell. He was shot
by a clerk in the package liquor
store of the tavern on U. S.
45.
His unidentified companion, al-
so thought to be a soldier, escap-
ed and was last seen speeding
south on U. S. 45 just after
midnight.
Police in western Kentucky
and Tennessee and military po-
lice at Ft Campbell were alerted
immediately after , the  attempted
robbery.
Girl Scouts Honored By Murray Woman's Club
Special guests of the Murray Woman's Club last week were the Girl Scouts of Murray. Assembled above they
stand with their leaders in front of the huge fireplace in the club ouse.
The General Meeting of the
Woman's • Club was h e I if? on
March 14th at the. Club House
at 5.30 p.m. The meeting was
gwen, 2nd Vice President. in the
absence. of the President, Mtis
.1. I. Hosicii. The- inVocatien was
givers by Mrs. H. T. Waldrop and
a letter of appreciation 'Was read
•
from Mrs. Ho ck.
Special music was presented
by Mrs.., Josiah Darnall who
sang several selections and ac-
curnpanied herself on the autu-
'
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Successful Clean-up Key
To Progress, Churchill
Did Only Thing He
Could Do, Minister
'NEW ALBANY. Ind. aft —
Police today blamed a finance
company robbery here 12 days
ago on a bank -robber shot to
death Monday by a minister.
An employe of the Welfare
Finance Corp. Tuesday night
identified William Hassett, 25,
Louisville, Ky., as the - bandit
who stole 036 in a March 7
robbery. The unidentified woman
employe viewed his body at a
Hassett was killed by Robert
Gingery moments after the band-
it had shot and killed State
Police Sgt. Marvin Watts.
, Gingery Tuesday called o n
Walts”family and later said he
also found time to "feel sorry"
for Hassett. Watts was a friend
and parishoner Of Gingery.
The clergyman was riding with
Waits when the officer captured
Its sellon a charge of robbing
the Sellersburg State Bank. Sel-
lersburg, Ind., of more than
$1,600.
Hassett shot and killed Waits,
then advanced on Gingery with
a pistol in both hands. Gingery
grabbed the slain officer's shot-
gun from the police cruiser seat
and killed Hassett with two
blasts.
"I did the only thing I coiald,"
Ginger. said. .71—hati_ _no choice
—he started to take my life.
too. I'm at peace. I feel sorrow
but not guilt.
"I believe that the Fifth Com-
mandment IThou shalt not kill)
refers as much to intent as to
action." he added.
harp. Reports were ric11.-/n5in
all departments and co mittees
ahd the following slate of of-
ficers was presented by the
(Continued on Page Four)
•••
The effects of an enthusias-
tically supported Clean Up cam-
paign can bring more business
to Murray and thus more money
for each one of us. Ronald W.
Churchill, President of the Cham-
ber of Commerce said today. .
"Tourists visitors from nearby
towns, and industrialists looking
for new plant sites don't know
what our inner feelings toward
our community are. They judge
our pride, 'amnesty, energy by
the outward appearance of our
homes, stores, government. If
what they see is attractive and
clean, titest will. stop to learn
more about Os. If dingy buildings
and littered streets greet them,
they will pass by and never give
us another thought," Mr. Churc-
hill said.
"Let's take an example of what
a new industry would mean. Ac-
cording to a Finer Carolina Re-
port, every 100 jobs in industry
creates 164 additional jobs or in-
Five Die As
Hoist Falls
Five Stories
By DAWSON OPPENHEIMER
Unite,. Press Staff Correspondent
JACKSOr VILLE. Fla. IP —
Doctors Ifnukuf hottlitais battled
today to save the lives of' work-
risen who .were injured critically
when a construction hoist fell
five stories, killing five of the
riders.
The big hoist, operating in an
open frame outside the n e w
Duval Country Courthouse. hit
the bottom with an explosive
sound when a cable broke at the
end of the work shift Tuesday.
Waring R. Barbee. who ran to
*he scene from his motor com-
pany across the street, said the
men "couldn't talk, they couldn't
scream—most of them just lay
there stunned or nut."
Sounded Like Explosion
Barbee said he heard a noise
"that sounded like a acetylene
tank exploding" and when he ar-
rived, "all I could see were man-
gled men piled 'on top of each
other like cordwood."
- 
Four men were killed in the
hoist and another died at'a hos-
pital. All the 14 injured were in
serious condition at hospitals,
where 10 underwent surgery dur-
ing the night. Doctors said two
others were so deeply shocked
that they could not safely be
given needesl surgery.
The men had boarded the plat-
form at the filth floor. Others
waiting on the fourth floor
watched helplesslY as the cable
frayed. and then snapped. drop-
ping Tife-Tnen more than-MT-fuer
Lawrence Knight. 62. suffering
from fractures of both legs and
internal injuries, said. "It all
happened so quick—no warning
-- that nobody jumped. They
didn't have time. We were fall-
ing. then we hit."
Hoist Caned "Foolproof"
The death toll rose to five
when David Atmore. a Negro,
died at a hospital several hours
after- the accident. Those killed
on the spot were Dewey Weeds.
45; George Leach. 31; Glen Idol,
25; and Jack Thomasson, 24.
One Injured In
Car Collision
A wreck was reported by Dep-
uty Gus Gamble which occurred
yesterday at 3:40 p.m. on US 641
.)iist north of Almo -freights.
iniebor Sell. driving 1951
Crkyrolet, and Hubert Pittman.
driving - a 1950 Cadilac. had a
collision. :Roth- were traveling
south.
Deputy Gamble said the Bell
car was turning to the right and
was going about 10 miles per
hour when the Pittman e a r
struck .it from behind. Damage
was not too heavy Gamble said,
Mrs. Bell was taken to the Hous-.
ton-McDevitt. Clinic for observa-
tion of an injured shoulder.
come equivalent in the commun-
ity. It means more business for
contractors, railroads, truck lines,,
bigger markets for farm products,
more business for retail stores,
barber shops and ever' other
facility in the city. It is estimated
that, for :100..new industrial jobs
about $250.000 of new payroll
will be spent locally. The money
turns over about five times in
L. D. Miller
Executive Secretary
Chamber of Commerce
, t.-21ecs or taxes. Thus,
4.rwa.'• ailliuon and a
quarter dollars of new business
for the community," President
Churchill explained.
"Even a tourist's dollar turns
over several times so that we
each get .a share. Isn't that worth
fixing, cleaning, planting and
painting for? In addition, we will
have the benefit of living in a
healthier, safer, more attractive
community."
Mr. Churchill concluded by
urging every citizen to take ad-
vantage of the opportunity to
help Murray and your self to
become more prosperous.
Soviets Admit That
They Could Be
Targets Of A-Bomb
LONDON SPI —The Soviet Un-
ion warned today its air force
could strike atomic blows any
place in the world. But the Rus-
sians admitted a probable enemy
could drop atomic bombs on
them. too.
The warning and admission
were contained in a speech by
Marshal Georgi Zhukov, Soviet
defense minister, in a speech
made Saturday to Soviet airmen
in Moscew. Moscow Radio and
siewspeiweris eliseloseel it todey:
"At present there is no place
in the world where the aggressor
could find shelter."-Zhukov said,
"The Soviet air force is able to
strike shattering blows at any
enemy. no matter where he is or
where he is hiding."
He said the United States
would be "naive" to think a fu-
ture nuclear war would not touch
Its shores.
But he added. "in training bur
troops we must proceed from the
assumption that our probable
enemies have sufficient quantities
of these nuclear weapons and
means for delivering them to our
territory." -
The speech was broadcast at a
time when the Soviet Union. the
Ur-cited States. -Britain! France
and Canada are meeting here in
an attempt to work out a dis-
armament plan under united
Nations auspices •
Sheriff Futrell
Has Pneumonia
Sheriff Brigham Futrell is in
the Murray Hospital suffering
from double pneumonia. He en-
tered the hospital on Monday
with a severe cold and a high
fever
Mrs Futrell said he is recup-
erating as well as could be ex-
pected.- but .that he would be
away from his duties ter several
days. , ,
•
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THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENT _CRY
THE LEDGER & TIMES Guy Rodgers Top Stir In Cinci Has
PUBLISHED BY LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Consolidation ot the Isfurray Ledger, The Calloway Times, and Tne
.imes-Ilerald. October 20, 1928, and the West Kentuckian, January
IL 1842.
NIT But Bradley Praised Hitting But
Lack PitchingJAMES C. le LLLIABLS, PUBLISHER
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
or Public Voice items which in our opinion are not for the best
interest of our readers.
NATIONAL REPRESEN-TATIVES: WALLACE wrriktra CO., 1368
Monroe, Memphis, Tenn., 250 Park Ave., New York; 307 N. Michigan
Ave., Chicago; 80 Bolyston St.. Boston.
Entered al the Post Office, Murray. Kentucky, for transmission as
Second Class Matter
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 20c, -rier
ason..11 liSc. In Cal/OW(1y alaa--14)0.111111 C'Otintata, per year $3.50. else-
where, $5 .50.
WEDNESDAY - MARCH 20, 1957
10 Years Ago This Week
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
The ladies of the Lynn Grove Methodist Church will
serve a chicken dinner with all the trimmings, in the base-
ment of the Murray.- Methodist Church on Fourth Mop-
day. March 24. Proceeds will be added to the churth
building fund. Plates will be 75c each.
Prof. Fred Schultz, member of Pie Education Depart-
ment at Murray State College,. well-known commence-
ment speaker in Western Kentucky, Illinois and Indiana,
has scheduled approximately 20 addresses for the corn- maneuver turned the game up-
, ing commencement season. side down. Javier suddenly could
The Woodmen of the World 'Magazine, publication do nothing right and Bradley
of the National ,WOW society carried in its most recent could do little wrong.
issue a photograph taken in the Calloway County Court Historians could recall no NIT
House during the recent Federal Communications Com-
mission hearing on a radio station for Murray.
A book by Dr. Gordon Wilson, Western faculty, is
described as one of the better works on the Calloway
County section of Western Kentucky. Dr. Wilson spent
his boyhood in- -` 'Firletity" -now -known' xs-Consord.11-is
book. "Fidelity Folks." contains his memories of his long
life in that country community.
Miss Patricia Twiss, physical education instructor,
Elizabeth Broach, senior from Murray and Charlene Orr.
sophomore from Murray. went to Memphis Tuesday to
attend the meeting of the A m eric an Association of
Health and Physical Education, March 12-15.-
--
NEW NATION LEAVES ITS STAMP
COMMEMORATING THE 111TH of the world's newest nation, this first
Ghs: stamp shows an African eagle in tight; locates the position
of the country on the map ar.d carries a likeness of Prime Minister
Dr, Kwatne Nkrumah. The stamp was issued in four denominations.
; EQUlPM...1 THUMBERS
Special
Pow-R-Boy Roto Tiller 
 S135.00
Eureka Vac. Cleaners 
 59.95
18" Lawn Boy Mowers 
 69.50
Bar-B-Q Grills (with rotor) 
 34.50
Wheelbarrow 
 9.95
Garden Hose, 50 feet 
 2.45
Pruners 
 1.50
Grass Snips 
 .98
Hedge Shears 
 2.95
Yard Brooms 90
Garden Rakes 
 2.25
Trash Burners 
 2.10
Garbage Can, 20-gal. 
 3.45
LAWN SEED VIGORO
Everything for Spring Gardening *
STARKS HARDWARE
12th and Poplar
By JOHN GRIFFIN
United Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK IP - Guy (The
New Cousey) Rodgers of Temple
stood out today as the top
individual star seen $o far in
the National Invitation Tourna-
ment, but even Temple Coach
Harry Litwack had to admit,
"I've never seen anything like
that Bradley team." '
.Rodgers really 'did -look like
he might become as great some
shey---as Bob Cousey ..oPthe Boston
Celtics, scoring 26 sioints to lead.
Temple to a 77-66 victory over
Dayton in the NIT quarter-finals
Tuesday night.
But Bradley stunned the 10,543
fans with its 116-81 triumph
over Xavier of Ohio - coming
from 21 points behind to win
easily and, its the bargain, smash
three Madison Square Garden.
scoring records. Despite Rodgers'
individual brilliance, second-seed-
ed • Bradley now was moving
into the role of title favorite..
"Press" Does It
The Braves. from Peoria,
went into an all-court press
after falling beind Vavier, 38-17,
in the first 11Ste minutes. The
game in history that changed
color so completely. Bradley
whittled away 13 points of 'the
lead by halftime, caught up
after three minutes of the first
hall and . then romped home to
set a Garden record for points
in one game, points in one half
(72 in the second), and total
free throws (42).
Bradley will meet Temple in
one semi-final Thursday night.
St. Bonaventure will oPpose
Memphis State in the other and
the winners will clash in the
nationally-televised finale Satur-
day at 2 p.m. EST.
Odd-Makers Mi.& Again
SPORTS
PARADE
By OSCAR FRALEY
United Press Sports writer
NEW YORK TS -Talcs it from
"CrTratey, the
next time somebody asks what
'happened to the Irish in sports
slug the spalpeen -with statisticS.
There al -e those who moan
for the days of John L. Sullivan
and ask, like pixillated pixies,
what ever happened to the likes
of the' Corbetts and the Lough-
rans. It's in a rut, they are.
For when you look over th:
sporting lists you'll find more
names from the Ould Sod than
you ever believed possible.
Clubs Have Irish
Take baseball, now. There's
not a club without a classy Celt.
The champions of the world, the
Irish Yankees, have "The Mick,"
known also as O'Mantle, plus
such as Tommy Byrne, Jim O'-
Reilly and Andy Carey. Chicago's
strength is pitching, naturally,
with Donovan, Flanigan and Kee-
gan while the Red Sox hay)
a complete Sullivan battery.
If basketball is your dish,
two of- the main cogs in the
team of the year - North Caro-
lina - are Tommy Kearns and
Pete Brennan. And to put the
icing on the cakes the coach
of the year. is Frank McGuire
and no more need be said.
Still fast of - foot, are they
now" Well, there's the undiluted
Ron Delany. straight from Dub-
lin, who holds the Olympic 1.5410-
meter championship and hasn't
been beaten since leprechauns
wore wings.
. Brown Is --Thee
The brawn still is there, too.
Parry • O'Brien . is the world's
only 61-foot shot putter and
Harold-
 
Connolly
with the hammer.
Hold on' to your hat, but in
skiing the slalom champion (giant
slalom, naturally) the champion
is Tummy Corcoran. The world's
best diver is Mrs. Pat. McCoy-
buck, the professional golfer of
the year was Jackie Burke: the
death-defying winner at India-
napolis was none other than Pat
Flaherty - and an Irish seVer
won the Westchester Kennel Club
Show.
Ali, how about boxing now?
Well, Del Flagsn is Mr seventh
ranking welterweight. And did
you riaicei 1METig-
Sart, right from Erin. Won the
Olvpmie lightweight title, while
his teammate. Frank Tiede ws
robbed_ insthe welterweight fina, CARPENTER SHOP
although .everybOdy- said he ss as • •I New Concord Road
the best boxer. in the jgames.
Tuesday night's results both
could be regarded as upsets,
although the winners were the
teams that had been given byes
into the quill-ter
-finals. Broadway
odds-makers had favored Xavier
and Dayton, and nom have gues-
sed wrong on seven of the eight
games in the tourney..
Temple also rallied to win,
trailing by 17-10 -tn the early
stages and 41-39 at 'halftime.
The Dayton early lead was built
on brilliant outside shooting by
Don Lane and Arlen Bockhorn,
but in the second half both
were pressed hard and given
little room to shoot.
Rodgers racked up 20 points
in the first half and then only
six in the second half as he
switched to ball-handling ana
playmaking that made Litv.iack's
comparison of him with Cousys
at a similar stage- in his career
look good. The Owls had one
stretch where t hey outscored
win easy.
and that made thein asy
FIGHT RESULTS
By UNITED PRESS
MIAMI BEACH, Fla.: Rory.
Calhoun, 16134, 'White Plains,
N.. ,.Y.. stoliped Jame's' Bussey,
1604, Augusta, Ga., (6).
OAKLAND, Calif.: Joe Giam-
bra., 158s2. Buffalo. N. Y„ stop-
ped Al Andrews, 160s2, St. Paul,
Minn., (6).
STOCKTON. Calif.: Manuel (El
Toro) Rocha, 149 Mexico. stop-
ped Steve Tony, 148, Manila
(7).
Defends Portland
SEN. RICHARD NEUBERGER (I)-
Ore.) appears in WaShington as
a surprise witness before the
Senate committee investigating
alleged links between teamsters
union officials and underworld
kings in Portland, Ore. The law-
maker. born in the Oregon city.
said: "Portland is, in reality, a
city of ethical, responsible and
verylaw-abiding Inhabitants.".
NEW POWER • NEW DESIGN
NEW CHOICE OF COLORS
See the dashing new design-ad-
mire the dramatic new colon -
impect the far-advanced features
that bring you top performance,
power hailing and, super-quiet
$124.50 to $739.95
Lasv terms, liberal trade-in
al:-wance 90 your old nylorl
On, t •••••44-•••• ahem tod•yl
BOATS and MOTORS
ENIX
Murray Lumber Co. Inc.
"EVERY FOOT A SQUARE DEAL"
104 East Maple St. Phone 262
By LEO H. PETERSEN ;
United Press Sports Editor
TAMPA, ha. IP 
-The Gin-
Cinnati itecllegs have the power
to win the National League pen-
nant. But most baseball fOliow-
ers don't think they have enough
pitching.
However, Birslie Tebbetts, in
his • fourth season as. martager al
Redlegs, libesn't agree with
them. He insists he has -the best
piterung aepin us the league."
"We nave seven or eight pitch-
ers who can start anu relieve,"
lebbetts claims. "We may not
have the standout starters some
other teams have, but they can't
come up to us in overall depth,
And there isn't a oe.ter react
pitcher in the business than
Hersh Freeman."
Wanted:' Singles, Doubles
While Tebbetts is impressed
with Cincinnati's. power - the
club tied the all-time major lea-
gue club home run record last
season when it clouted 221 -
he said he would be -satisfied
with less hoineSS Sr „Anddoubles."
He conceded - that perhaps
Brooks Lawrence, who won 19
game's '''Sh 1956. "might not win
that Many again," but added that
Joe Nuxhall, who won only 13
last year "should do much bet-
ter."
Birdie expects help from War-
ren Hacker and Russ Meyer, both
ot- Whom were obtained from the
Cubs, and contends that holdov-
ers Art Fowler (11-11), Johnny
Klippstein (12-11), Hal Jeffcoat
(8-2) and Tom Acker (4-3)
should improve their last year's
records.
Outfield All Set
The outfield is all set with
Frank Robinson, the National
s.
League rookie of the year in
1956, in left, Gus Bell in center
and Wally Post in right.
The Redlegs have the best
doutne play comoinaoon in thet
league in Soy McMillan at short'
Lulu Joninty Temple at second,
ssig 'tea nusszewski is set at first
Uci.W ants unaer present piens,
seocieiss wut platoon ultra Dade
amoug Lion Hoax, Alex Grammes
anu isucky tirtages.
5.0 tialies, prooably the most
impruveu player in the league
Last year when he battea .300 and
nit *so nomers, wok oe the No. 1
catcrier wi.ai smowy ourgess, al-
so a sung lieu 
-inia.er, isenina
ierme.ts caos it use ..e.ist eaten-
411 .e 5Cd4cse,
STATE WINNERS NAMED
IN NEGetei 4-ht ui-uBS
State -champions in projects
carries. by “uu mem-
tiers ria%, e weeu susuouncea oy
the state 4-is co... aepartment
at the unisersity UI isentucey.
inc winners and their projects
are:
Christian County: Ruth Frances
Johnson, health; Leroy Pollard,
meat animal; and Birdie Pollard,
safety,
Logan County: Huston Eidson,
poultry; Eddie Mae Browder,
clothing, and Savannah Lee El-
liott, food preparation;
'Bourbon County: Wanda Mae
Jackson, foods; and Catherine
MYnhier, dress revue;
Hickman County: Johnie Dil-
lard, achievement; Fulton County:
James Nelson McKinney, garden-
ing.
Each- winner will receive an
award through the National 4-H
Club Committee in Chicago.
There are 74 Islegro 4-H clubs
in the state with a total mem-
bership of 2,038 said Boyd E.
Wheeler, acting state chairman
of 4-H club programs in Ken-
tucky.
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OWTO-DISARMAMENT TALKS ,
•
MRS. HAROLD 1. STASS114 bids goodby to her husband at Washing-
ton airport as he leaves by plane for London to represent Presi-
dent Etsenhovrer at the live-power disarmament conference. Par-
ticipating, in addition to the U. S., are Russia, Britain, France
and Canada. (Interhatiouai bourelphotoS
For Lenten Reading ...For Easter Giving ...
THE REVISED
STANDARD VERSION BIBLE
The vivid and accurate account of the life of
Jesus a timely reading during the Lenten season.
Written in the language of today, the RSVB presents this
end all the great stories and teachings of the Old and New Testaments in the
easy-to-read language of our time.
Millions have turned to this Bible version for guidance, comfort, and
inspiration and have found the RSVB an ideal gift for Easter, confirmations,
.greduations and weddings No gilt can bring more lasting joy than the RSV
Bible published by Thomas Nelson & Sons.
Use this rwsp.ri to order from
PoililliollrPowor Book ihoro -101 4iti" Kiri --way, Ky.
Plea. sow•I 4.n.o 1•11••••••. Mow; 6.1 Standard 114•11.•
has* Ova Sovello. edition. -111.ostroted
.--91ach genuine leather (3107)110 00 -Black Sturclite (2603)....13 SO
Maroon tharam .1800) .... 600 --Blue cloth (2800) 
 
3.25
Tosioront - large riii• Moo cloth (800) 52 50
HANS 
•00111S1 
CITY NATI 
1111•••••••t• Ii410410•01tt.....
YOUR CO-OP
HAS DONE IT AGAIN!
The Calloway County Soil Improvement Association, in cooperation with Southern
States Cooperative, announces the following SPRING SALE'
March 22 Thru March 30 Only
REG, SALE
ITEMS PRICE PRICE
6.70 x 15 100 LEVEL PREMIUM TIRE $ 21.70 $ 16.35
16.2 Cu' ft. DELUXE FREEZER (by Unico) 
 
349.00 249.95
AUTOMATIC WASHER (by Unico) 
 
249.95 184.50
Cy 90 BATTERY (18-mo. guarantee) 
 
13.90 10.90
with old bat, with old bat.
DEEP WELL PUMP, 42-gal. tank (Sta-Rite) 
 
172.35 112.35
3/4
". PLASTIC PIPE, 200' coils 
 
26.40 )8.00
UNICO HANGING CHICK FEEDER 
 
2.90 2.20
31 2-gallon PRESSURE SPRAYER 
 
8.47 5.95
5-gal. WHITE CREOSOTE PAINT 
 
18.95 13.95
4-gal. SCRUB PAIL 
 
1.29 .89
POWER TOOL and SICKLE GRINDER 
 
14.25 8.95
50' PLASTIC LAWN HOSE 
 
3.25 2.49
AEROSOL BOMB 
 
.98 .75
HOUSE BROOM 
 
1.54 1.19
5-ft. DIXIE STEP LADDER 
 
4.65 3.89
FARM and HOME WHEELBARROW 
 
12.45 8.95
OPEN END WRENCH SET 
 
2.21 1.47
Be sure and get some high energy open formula Cooperative Mill Feeds ... .and
Cooperative Fertilizers! First time in town.
-CO-OP QUALITY INSURES QUALITY"
Calloway County Soil
Improvement Association
Murray,; Ky.. Phone 207
•
O
20, 1957 
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STILL GOING OM ENDS NIARCW23BILBREY'S WAREHOUSE SALE  Don'tMissTheseGIANT BARCAINS!!!
EASY TO CLOSE
LEAN
TABLE
BACK.
.T CLOSES
BY ITSELF
NO TROUBLES
UKE THIS
PAD AND
COVER SET
INCLUDED AT
NO EXTRA COST
GLIDE EASY ALL-METAL IRONING TABLE
iJ 5.45 value — SAVE 86.46
Decorator styled with cherry pink top,
metallic copper legs. Baked enamel
finish. Adjusts to I I heights from 26
to 36 inches. Wide-spread, rubber-cap-
pod feet keep table steady and level. $ 8 9 9
. GENERAL ELECTRIC
VACUUM CLEANER
--
A FEW FLOOR
SAMPLES
$ 3 9 95
‘1 (f)
IZFX1Z3121511i
Regular. Price S279.95
with your old range
FREE Treasure Chest Prizes
Stopin And Choose Your Key. ... If It Opens The
TREASURE CHEST You Will Win A Prize!!
— REGISTER NOW
For Grand Prizes
* 4 DOUBLE EAGLE TUBLESS TIRES
* 4 LIFEGUARD BLOWOUT SHIELDS
* G.E. VACUUM CLEANER
* G.E. CLOCK RADIO
*DEEP FAT FRYER
* G.E. IRON
REG. PRICE
$94.50
Save $25.45
SALE
THIS SALE!
11 All Steel Suction Type
Blade
• Heavy Duty Full Recoil
Starter
• 4-Cycle Flc,avy Duty
Clinton Moter
• Full 20 Inch Cut
* Full 21,72 h. p.
BIG 10-Cu.-Ft. G-E ...with DELUXE FEATURES
The amazing new General Electric Magnetic DOOf doses automatically,
and surely has a more efficient seal . . . and the G-E Alnico Magnets
will last indefinitely Get Magnetic Door and other famous deluxe GE con-
venience features in this big refrigerator . . priced rightl
• full width freezer • adjustable shelves • adjustable door shelves
• egg rock • better compartment • porcelain vegetable drawers
GENE
MAGNETIC
DOOR
CLOSES
AUTOMATICALLY
Only s2199.
And Your Old
Refrigerator
G. E. STEAM IRON
$12.95
Two trees In one, Steam-press
without sprinkling ; change to dry
ironing at th• push of a button.
No rrior• scorched clothes. Controls
hoot automatically.
FREE•oRcHlos EFVOERR YT MORNINGHE  
FIRST 
FIFTY LADIES!
a.
BILBREY'S
SURE-GET (B-15)
hy GOODAEAR
Now! better traction,
longer wear with
these Goodyear
improvements!
• DEEPER LUGS—up to 15% more rubber added to give you
more "dig in and pull" ...more work per gallon of fuel.
• BROADER TREAD — up to 18% deeper shoulder tread to
give.you more working surface, greater traction, longer
viv•ar.
• HUSKIER BODY 
—featuring special shock absorber plies
of sturdy, two-ply cord for greater bruise resistance and
L•neser tiro lif•.
$2995
plus tax ;ad recarpalllo tirP
size 8-24 (4 ply rating)
,e•
• GOOD YEAR
Truck -Load Sale!
YOU Can SAVE
on GOOD" EAR
TIRES NOW!
Our walls are bulging with
3-T SUPER-CUSHIONS
by GOORIVEAR
• Here's tire safety beyond compare at
this rock-bottom price!
This famous tire has features you won't find in any other
tire at this low price! Features bike Goodyear's exclusivt
ip e- mp re
Cord Body for great-
er safety. FaMous
Stop-Notch tread
design for better
traction.
95
6 7C.I
plus to. c,d
r•coeeeb1e hr•
Pay as little as $1.25 a week for Four.
USE OUR...
EASY PAY
PLAN
Goodyear's NEW
PLASTIC
• Beautiful
SALE PRICE
FULL SET .
14A..44'04F
ff
SEAT COVERS
• Durobl• 'I* Practical
$799
$499upFIBERSEAT COVERS 
C.
c"-;/""--
_
fen-
-••••••
-
e
4s.
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Women's Page
Jo Burkeen, Editor.. . Phone 694-M-4 or 763-j
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Mrs. Littleton Is
Hostess For Meet
Of Business Guild _
Mrs. J. E. Lattkeen opened her
home on South Eighth 'Street for Wednesday, March 20
the meeting of the Businees N. W4.114.arns. 4-1-4,10., .04
of the Christian Women's Fellow- the UDC will have a luncheon
ship of the First Christian at the Dairy Ann. at one o'clock.
Church held tin Wednesday, Memoers :are urged to attend.
The East Hazel Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs. 'Sarah
Harper at one o'clock.
• • • •
The Woman's Auxiliary of St.
John's Episcopal Church will
meet at the church at ten o'clock.
Thursday, March 21
The Wacieeoero Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Baron Palmer at ten o'clock.
• • • •
The Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will have
a luncheon at one o'clock at the
club house.
Club News
Weddings
SOCIAL CALENDAR
March 13, at seven-thirty o'clock
in the evening.
A beautiful and inspiring de-
votion on the theme, "Making
Melody With Your Heart'', was
given by Mrs. John Pasco.
Rev. Howard NiChots continu-
ed the study on the butik of
Romans.
The chairman, Mrs. Louise Jel-
lisun, presioed at the meeenge
Plans for the new churoti were
on display and were discussed
by the group.
During the social hour re-
freshments were served by the.
hostesses, Mrs. Littleton and Mrs.
Cleo G. Hester.
The next meeting will be held
in the home of Mrs. Jack Sykes,
814 Poplar Street. with Mrs. Wil-
liam VanMeter as cohostess- on
Wednesday, April 10.
S • .• • •
Hutson .4nd Wilson
Homes .4 re Opened
• • • •
The -Woman's Association
Colleee Presbyterian Church W1.1
meet With Misr-Crepe
ford at eight o'clock.
• • • .
The Business and Professional
Women's Club will meet at ..the
Woman's Club. House at six -
thirty teelock.
• • • •.
For Class Meeting Thursday, March 21
The annual visitation party of The Hume Department of the
the Young Women's Sutreday °-33-ur"-}. W 3x41/-
School Class of the First Baptist
Church was held on Monday.
March 18. at seven o'clock in
the evening with the group meet-ing at the home of Mrs. Orvin
Hutson on Whitnell Avenue.
Mrs. Glenn Wooden presented
the list of prospective members
for the group to visit. Mrs. E. C.
Jones, teacher of the class, led
frt
The-.1ickinney Home' During the business session the
chairman appointed Mrs. RexThe home- of Mrs. Jesse' Mc-
prayer. • Kin -• nee was the 
senlv_ef tee ,,s,,s1 Amlexander, Mrs. C. W. Jones, and
i-rluelL sipper held hy_the, rk„re..-.,1. r§:-.:1-4L1111- winttr rite serve on
The guest speaker Tor the - tae eitimsnating corrunittee. 
..
ond meeting held at the home uf „Suneas- School Cias.s of :tie
' ' 
e ,,e Cnerry Corner leaptest Church on It was announced that' t h eMrs 
Hugo' e' : therm:Lay evening. Mercn 14.Street was Mrs'. Hillard Rogers i,
who gave a most inspirational' Mrs. James McKinney, preSi-
devotion on the theme. el Am A '•ient• called the meeting to enter. through April 5.
Census Taker." , Mrs. Hassell Shelton gave t ;le
Mrs. Tip Miller was in charge 
oevotwn followed 0 pra .,:r uy 1 t.oeltcmhfr jessth_,ese7ts were served by 
Mrs. Buferd Hurt
of the program. Mrs. Bethel Mrs. Milburn Outland. I and Mrs. Cecil Farris, to the
Richardson president, presideeLL 1-11'-' present were Mrs. 0:-. sever r .,. eerstins present.
at the meeting. Outlatici. Mrs.- %Vac* Huberts, Nise i . - • • • : • • • •
Refreshments were Served at - Hall Shvik'n. Mrs: J. 8.
each of the homes. The first boa- 1 Mrs. Roy leassiter. Mrs. Lester
Lewes were Mrs. Hutson, Mrs. e Werkmen- lire. Janine Rickman,
Alvlis Jones. and Mrs. .1. R. Smith. &IT& Hoyt Roberts. Mts. Perry
The 'second hostesses .were Mrs. Henaon. Mrs. R. J. 131.111.)t.e, Mrs.
Wilson, Mrs.- Harry Hameeher. • James McKinney. Mn. eleuurn
..! 
": and Mrs. Allen Russell. -1-Ourrand. Mm's. Heriaert Calhoun.'
Those present were Mrs. Rog- Mrs. Jesse McKinney.- members
era' and Mrs. Max Galloway. and one visitor, Mrs. Gary Re-
guests; Mesdames Leon Burkeen. quern. • '
W. L. Polly. Allen McCoy, •Ber- —
Wnice isehart. Charles ti a I e..
Harry Hampsher. Will Frank
Steely. Orval Hutson, Glenn 
.
Wooden. Elaine Colson, Alfred
Cunningham. J M. Converse. Al- •
vis Jones. Tilghman Barrow.
Howell Thurman. E. C. Jones,
James Brown. Glindel Reaves.
Art tee. Allen Russell. Rob Huie,
3 B Burkeen. C. D. Venson. Jr.,
Rubin James. Tip Miller. Bethel
Richardson. James Rogers. and
Miss Vivian Rale. members.
• • •
Bob Workman and Isaac Adam-,
spent the weekend with Hi. ly •
Nash who is' attending the Um-
verses. of Illinois at Champaign.
They also attended a special en-
gineering exhibit at the uruver-
COLLEGE
CLEANERS
FREE Pick-up & Delivery
Expert Dyeing Service
Alteration Service
WALTER WATERFIELO
owner
1411 Olive Blvd. Ph. 4.
FREE INSPECTION
TERMITES
--Licensed and Insured--
' San. Kelle,
Phow. 441
Kelley's Peat
Cnntrol
Bail With Hoffa
UNDER ARREST art on bail
along with James Heffa„ head
of the Teamsters union central
states region, is Hyman L
Fischbach (above). Coral Ga-
ble, Fla, who is charged with
having made the contact that
resulted in Hoffa's alleerd at-
tempt to bribe a Senate sub-
corneeffee investigator. The in-
vesegator Is John •Cee Chatty.
Flschharn conteeted Cheasty,
says the government, and die
reeted him to lIoffa's office in
Detroit. 11rnatson,11)
SYKES - RUTLAND
PLUMBING CO.
603 So. 4th St.
Day Nite
1654 945-R40
Wells or Mrs.' B. C. jiarris.
•
Friday, March 22
The Coldwater Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs. Cecil
Steven* at one tieloci.
• • • •
Saturday, March 23
The. Alpha -Department of the
Murray Weman's Club will meet
at the club house at two-thirty
o'clock.
• • • •
Monday, March 25
The AALW Houk Broup will
meet at the home, of Mrs. Mac
Mektaney, 1609 West.  Main, at
seven-thirty o'eluck.
• • is •
The Protemus liomenlakers
Club will Meet with Mrs. 'Bill
Murdock at one-thirty o'clock.
• • • •
Mrs. Jim Cullivan
)rogruin Leader
II es/cyan Circle
The "Seesieyaia Circie of t h e
Woman's Society of Christian
Service ,of the First Methodist
Church held its regular meeting
at the church on Thursday,
March 14, at seven-thirty u:clock
in the evening.
Mrs. Jim Cullivan presented
t `e- program hr the evening. Sheits annual luncneon at the club
ga‘e a most interesting discus-Forhouse at tweive-thirty ion on she subject, 'Identifica-
tion With the World's People."
The program wax upened with
the reading of a poem by Mrs.
N. B. EIli. A ham's was sung by
the group. •
Dorcas Class Has
Potluck Supper At
mission study on "Paul's Letters
to tne Local Churches" will be
held at the church each Friday
Personels
Quebec Shrine To
Be Renovated
STE. ANNE DE BEAUPRE,
Que.-4P—An elaborate combina-
tion- porch and terrace called- -a
parvis will be built this year to
replace the present steel stairs at
the eniranre to the st... Anne
Beaupre basilica.
The imposing structure will be
of white granite and will measure
60 by 276 feet.
Members of the Redemptorist
Order, guardians of the shrine on
the banks of the St. Lawrence
River near Quebec City, say
work on the parvis will start this
spring. The fathers hope it will
be ready for, celebration of the
shrine's tercentenary in 1958.
It • is 'possible that religious
plays will be staged there. Years
ago the parvis was used as a
stage for the presentation of
church plays and tableaux.
Because many pilgrims who
visit here come in wheelchairs
and on stretchers, hoping for a
miracle, that will cure their ail-
ments, ramps will be built beside
the center flights of 22 se ie
ele. 2,l L , i •1141PSOn
of 3.1erraa• Route Iqr_eg_d_re time
parents of a son, Gary Allen.
weighing 7 pounds. 51-2 ounces.
burn on Friday, March 8, at tht
Murray Hospital.
.. • • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Merritt Grte
Marine, Whenell Avenue, ay.-
nbunce the birth of a son, Stevte
Lynn. weighing seven pouno,
nine ounces, burn on Saturday.
elarch 9, at the Murray Hospice.
. • • •
Sgt. Roy F. Crotzer recent.)
returned from Korea after serv-
als sixteen months with the U.S,
Army there. Mr. and Mrs.. Crotz•
er and little daughter, Deborah
Jean. are new residing at Sem-
sonia. He is employed at the
Shoe Factory in Paducah. Mn'
Crutzer is the former Miss Pau-
line Burkeen of Almo.
• • • *
Russel Glenn is the n a in
chosen b) Mr. and Mrs. Jam.
Buel Hopkins of Dexter. oute Olee
for their sin, weighing 9 pounds,
leen en Sunday, March 10, at
the 'Murray Hospital.
• • • •
airl Scouts .... .
I (continued from Pogo One)nom eurrinal-mg unittee fur adop-
tion for the year 1957-19e•.
President — Mrs. J. I. Hesier.i 1st—Vice President. Mrs. H. 1. .Waldrop. 2nd Vice Presidentv• Mrs..:H. B. Bailey, -Jr., Recording :
Secretary, Mrs. N. B. Ellis. Cr- .
resperietnag Secretary. Mrs. James
:.assiter. Treasurer, Miss Frances
:sexton. This slakC was unanimous-
:y adopted.
Arer the business meeting I
was concluded the program was I
turned i's er to Mrs. George Hart
I To music played by Scout R).in •i over 200 Girl Seems and 'Bro.., -i rises marched into the root.
I It was a impressive scene. Mr,
Plart introduced Mrs. Geerge
Hallanan, leader of this organi-
zation. . who gave :a shirt talk
.,n the Girl Scout's history. Mary
Weles---÷3,. illy, ird---"Itir-- k't bts --
in the ledge of Allegiance and•
America. She aleo led the Brou- -
nie's in their pledge and song.
Suzanne Moyer then led the
Girt Scot Chorus • in several
songs and closed the • program
with ••Taps."
.. _ 
Tlfe Club House was beetle" -
fully decorated with sprink
sandwiches arid ceekes wee
4111111.11111111.111111111111111111111111111111.1 flowers and punch with smell
506 W. Main St. Telephone 13C 
gueses fronts' a tea -table: Th,
r( •1
i
:•erved tie. the many . hono
I
j"YOUR* HOME-OWNED LOAN ,CO.' I all the guests and club mem- 1
bets.
birthday party was enjeyed _ bs
. . -
I
MURRAY LOAN
ikswieradallime "*"
•
Backe print"
Powermaga. goo.,
Supplies store
202 S 4' h
'"V". - " •
CO.
••
NOTICE
The Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will have
its annual luncheon at the club
house at one o'clock in the after-
noon. Mt mbers are asked to note
the time and are urged to attend.
• • • *
PAYMENT TOO LATE
MUSKEGON, Mich. — A
former resident has sent $1 to
a now defunct bus firm to cover
the cent of fares she didn't pay
in the ..pasT sneakihg past
the fare • x. The woman wrote
she used t
to avoid
ink it was "funny"
.1 her fare but has
since bee, le a "Christian who
feels I must make amends for
the injustices I have done in my
life."
each. The entrance to the crypt
will be between the two center
flights of stairs.
The Redemptorist Fathers said
plans for the parvis were design-
ed by Louis N. Audet of Sher-
brooke. Que. They said the struc-
ture will follow the same combin-
ation of Gothic. and Romanesque
i erchitectural style of the basilica.The Redemptorists also hope
before long to complete the two
steeples for the basilica, which
was opened in 1927 as the sixth
church to be built in Beaupre.
Work • has gone ahead as funds
.ha•,e: become available.
GUARD BATISTA'S PALACE
Cuban army tans stands guard at presidential palace in an*.
rresideat BaUsta harangues palace guard shortly after victory.
TANKS GUARD palace of President Fulgeneto Batista In Havana,
(eihe, and foes of his regime are being rounded up following an
assassination attempt in which an "army" of university students
stormed his palace. Nearly 50 persona were killed before the up-
(international Soundphotort).riming was quelled.
Wedding Bells About
To Ring?
Order Invitations Here
-When it is a question of wed-
ding invitations or announce-
ments, we have all the answers
. correct in, every detail, truly
wAirtOy pf. the occasion. See our
sum pks-.
LEDGER & TIMES
' sot-A 
 • •
•
• • • • • An. t. J.".S. 'IS, tants. Ass is', 4,1s. iss. tr. 
Prorlatitzttion
Mayor Hart today officially proclaimed March 20 - April 20
for Murray's annual Clean Up - Paint Up - Fix Up campaign and
urged every citizen to participate in this year's program.
Today's proclamation was as follov.si
WHEREA3, the general health and welfaire or our citizens
depend upon wholesome surroundings arising ham good clean
living conditions, and
WHEREAS, the lives and property of our people are endang-
ered by fire antraccidtnts caused by littered and cluttered con-
ditions in homes, factories, places of public assembly, alleys and
streets and
WHEREAS, a clean and beautiful community is a proud and
prosperous one and
WHEREAS, unity of effort is required for future develop-
ment of our community,
THEREFORE, I, George Hart, Mayor of the City of Murray
do hereby design March 20-April 20 as Clean Up Week(a) and
most respectfully call upon all departments of this city, its com-
mercial organizations, civic clubs, schools, churches, boys' and
girls' clubs and all other associations and our people in general
to take an active part in this constructive program of community
improvement to insure its success.
This, the 20th day of March, 1957.
GEORGE HART
MAYOR
City of Murray, Kentucky
-
,‘,,Zretir */ ifsiD 5..1 Nur 'lid' `11r/ Not ',Ay '14•1 \•./ N.;/' V./ N••( ta ii N•tie\. /
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PRODUCTION OF BLUEGRASS
SEED SHOULD BE CAREFULLY
HANDLED FOR KIGH YIELDS
 
"'-
Kentucky led the nation last I
year in bluegrass seed produc-
tion and can stay on top again
in 1957 if farmers will follow
practices recommended by the
Kentucky Agricultural Experi-
ment Station.
_Fele begla- yields ofeseed.. says
Robert Buckner, agronomist, do
the following:
Select a dense sod, for such
suds are less weedy and have
more seed heads than thin sods.
Graze moderately during summer
• 
t fall before seed harvest theiwing spring and use fertiliz-
-
•
ors properly, particularly nitro-
gen. Nitrogen used right will
more than double seed yields.
Buckner recommended treating
bluegrass fields with about 30
to 40 pounds of nitrogen per
acre in late February or early
March, or with 30 to 40 pounds
of nitrogen in the fall and again
in late February or early March.
Phosphate and p.itash fertiliz-
ers should be maintained in
available amounts at medium to
high levels for, good seed pruduc-
tion.
Bluegrass plant bugs can
seriously damage seed fields; use
Aldrin or lendane (6 ounces
actual material per acre) to
control these pests.
ENTRY BLANK
Murray Yard Beautification Contest sponsored by
the 'Murray Chamber of Commerce and the Garden
Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
_
Name
Address Phone No. 
Preferred Week of Judging 
Month Entering 
 Class 
Please mail your entry to Mrs. Audrey Simmons.
AgaftrAoir
TODAY & THURS.
The FUNNIEST
PICTURE in years!
110-44
•
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PRICE SALE
Fare THREAD
Quantities Limited - - Shop Early"
- Choice -
29c KNIT CRO-SHEEN COTTON ..;
29c BEDSPREAD COTTON . ......
29c CROCHET COTTON
29c Six-Cord SEWING THREAD ....
. ' .
•V
Reg. 10c Spool
6
-Cord
SEWING
THREADS
Reg. 49c Skein
BABY
YARN . 25c
6-Cord
5c Spoolco d
SEWING
THREAD
*ft- . • ••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••104••-•,.......e^s,....•••••4•••••••••, 
--•••• •
Reg. 3 for 10c
EMBROIDERY
FLOSS  
3 5c
 1
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WEDNESDAY - MARCH 20, 1957
A
THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Is per weed for mill day, minimum of 17 words' for bOo - Sc per word for throe days. Classified ads are payable Its advaiwa.
_ .
FOR SALE
plArips, ne and used. Seiburn
White, 403 Chestnut St., Murray,
Ky. Al 2P
'ARLINGTON Serleea -Leseedeza
seed, 'original stock 250 lb. Mrs.
H. C. Vinson, Cadiz Road, Mur-
ray. Phone 643-J-1. I M2OP
BEAUTIFUL hand made quilt
tops. Price reasonable. See at 206
Elm. St. Phone 769-J. M20P
FOUR ROOM HOUSE on black
top, one mile from city limits,
103500. $500 down and $40 per
month will buy this propetry.
Claude L. Miller, Real Estate and
Insurance. Phone 758 or 108.
M20C
THIS SPINET Piano fully guar-
anteed, will be transferred local-
ly to responsible party for bal-
ance on small payments. Write
Credti Mgr., Joplin Piano* Co.,
• VBox 784, Paducah, Ky. M21C
SMALL English Toy Terrier,
male. illemonthe old, weight 21/2
pounds. Call 1367. M2OP
4
•
1957
• Standard Diary
• Aristocrat Diary
• Cash Aceontit-Dtafr"
Auto Record Book
Auto Expense Book
Travelers Expense Book
Day-At-A-G,tance Book
Memo Book
1957 Calendars
Office Supply Department
Ledger & Times
Call 55
YOUNGSTOWN double kitchen
sink with double drain board.
Like new. $100. Mrs. Charles
George," Route 2. M2113,
ONE FLAT TOP office desk with
chair. Call Joe Lancaster. Phone.
5. M21C
LOOK! Childers Aluminum awn-
ings. Any size and type. Alumi-
nilm triple track windows. New
style. See it at 18th and Main or
call 1303. Home Comfort Com-
pany. M25P
REFRIGERATOR, used, good
condition. Ab Davis, Cypress
Creek Motel Murray, Rt. 5.
M22P
YOUTH SIZE BED. Call 573-R
or see at 701 Elm St. M22C
AUCTION SALE, Sat., Mar. 23,
1 p.m.., 1/2 miles South of Cross-
land, Ky., on Mill Creed Read at
the Manuel S. Paschall home.
Will sell 1947 Ford tractor, plows
disc attetctt(tivator, good lime and
manure spreader, two row plant-
er, tractor lift, Case hay baler
and rakes, haromermill and pul-
ley cut 'off saw, horse drawn
tools. George Shoemaker, Auc-
tioneer. ITC
E. J. BEALE'S 1956 Chevrolet
sedan. Can be seen at Dublin
or ceContectICK_SDublin
or Thomas Banks. • Iii121C
NEW POW-R-BOY Roto Tiller,
$135. Scott-Atwater, 1956, 10 h.p.
outboard motor, new $240. Starks
Hardware, 12th & Poplar. Phone
1142. TF
3 R 0 0 M downstairs furnished
apartment. Private entrance and
bath. Call 386-J day or 1625
nights. M2OP
NOTICE
ORNAMENTAL IRON, cast and
wrought designs, porch columns,
railings, ,mail box and light post,
picnic jaibles, yard furniture, etc.
Low prices, easy terms, free es-
timates. Mayfield Ornamental
2881 Collect. A4c
SINGER SEWING Machine rep-
resentative in Murray. For sales,
service and repair. Contact Mr.
A. M. Dugan, N. 16th Ex. Phone
2250-J. A16C
MONUMENTS
Murray Marble & Granite Works,
builders of fine memorials for
over half century. Porter White,
Manager. Phone 121. A22C
HELP WANTED
10 BOYS age 11-13 who would
like to earn while they. learn.
Must be neat, cduetelli, reliable
and willing to work. Please apply
in person to James Harmon,
Ledger & Times. TI
ROUTE MEN. Major U.S. com-
pany will train and finance am-
bitious men for established retail
route. $80 and expenses given
very first week_ Car and. refer-
ences necessary. For interview
phone Paducah 3-2777 between
6:00 and 8:00 p.m. or write to
422 Columbus Ave., Paducah, Ky.
M30C
FOR RENT
NICE 4 ROOM APT. Electric
stove and refrigerator furnished.
Call 1062. M21C
C Copyright. 1956, by James Keene. Reprinted by permission of Random House. Inc. (King Features Syndicate)
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'ma a yew - *fuer
an it, et. I the
xised
Aline Lie..
Sven the -Hen
neua. . A he was
be, k in Veri• enl, or •But th.a patio. tie rode
promised to be din, tent A Annisany
of infantry bad urea sent to rein-force Fort Laramie. Jocelyn's troop
had oeen ordered to rendezvous withthe company   at Ft y n di ee' s ranch
Jo, was keeping his counsel eta
usual. but action with the hostiles ap-
peared likely at last.
CHAPTER 2
CECOND Lieutenant Emil Sch-
wabacker stood &Ilene Then
his eye's lifted to the stony face
ot First Lieutenant Temple Joce-
lyn. "Sir," said Schwabacker, "if
the bugler's call attracts the hos-
tiles, do you mean to engage
them?"
"Engage them, Mr. Schwa-
backer? I'd like nothing better,
but my orders are firrn: there
will be no engagement unless we
are attacked." tie nodded slight-
ly for Schwabacker to loin him
and walked a hundred yards in
advance of the halted troop.
Around them were many snuffs
In the earth, and when Jocelyn
pointed them out, Emil Schwa
bather flayed himself for not
noticing them. Somehow he felt
that his lack of observation was
a mark against him.
"Two abod ponies, Mr. Schwa-
hacker. Do you attach any sig-
nificance to that?"
"Army m8unta„ sir. Probably
stolen."
Jocelyn waved his hand toward
the distant smudge of land and
sky. "They're out there, Mr.
Schwabacker, and after a year
of this cat-anti-mouse game,
think I'd enjoy cloeing with
them"
"We're only in troop strength,
dr. There's no telling how large
a force is out ..."
"I'm familiar with the situa-
tion." :Jocelyn Interrupted. "My
orders are te patrol a given area
and meet the infantry company
when it arrives at Ryndlee's. If
by coincidence I run into a hos-
tile force and a fight is pressed
Upon trio ..."
"Oh, of course, sir! I didn't
mean to imp-- -"
"I realize ttiat," Jocelyn said
and walked back to his horse.
When he was in the saddle, he
added. "And, Mr. Schwabacker, in
the future, should the need arise
to warp your commanding ofTi-
cr's orders slightly, do so in a
manirer that NTH preclude•erabar-
regiment." To Finnegan he said,
ni!feliWt"the Troop, Sergeant."
"Troop! Pre-pare to mount!
MOUNT!"
Through the remainder of the
day, Corporal Kykundahl rode at
the point and Lieutenant Jocelyn
studied the drab land around him.
lie held the column to general
march-orders, halting fifteen min-
utes during each alternate hour
to dismoent and unbit for zraz-
ing. The pace was Periodically
altered to prevent bad posture
and animal fatigue.
.4-4A,SA,351114rAl..: -•
Late afternoon found 'them in
Lana that tvas flattening with
..ocitelecp grass Corpora) Kytimn-
clani whetted nu nurse and sig-
naled. Jocelyn signaled Schwa-
Wicker forward and went to the
point the ever-present bugler too
towing a pace behind. Kyktuttlahl
was dismounted and he opened
nis gloved hand, exposing a rattle
made of buffalo toes. Jocelyn
bent from the saddle and took It
from him. turning it over aeveral
times. "What do you make of
this, Corporal?"
"I'd say Mows., air. I've seen
plenty back home in Texas."
"Mr. Schwabacker?" Jocelyn
handed it over.
Another test? The man is
always leaning like a prunish
schoulma.ster . "Could be Co-
manche." Schwabacker said. "The
Arapahoe, Cheyenne and Sioux
make them too." He pointed to
the carving on the rattle body.
"That's Sioux work, sir."
"Sure looks like Kirov* to me,"
Kykundahl' said again.
"Mr. Schwabaeker has learned
well, Corporal." Jocelyn took the
rattle from Sehwahacker and
dropped it In his pocket. "Return
to the point. Corporal, and keep
your eyes open. We've been
trailing a war party all afternoon
and it would be tii.comfortable if
we got too close."
Kykundahl went on, and when
darkness began to close In, Joce-
lyn signaled a halt and they made
a cold camp. To Sergeant Flinn,
gan he said, "Picket, please. Sean,
and I think a ground rope Will do.
Guard mounting in fifteen min-
utes and there'll be no blued
fires." '
Finnegan wheeled to his dut-
ies. Jocelyn spoke to Lieutenant
Schwabacker. "I'd like to break
camp around midnight, but be-
fore I go I want ,some brush fires
started. 'ff, you dig up the dead
stuff 1 believe it'll burn an hour.
We'll need' that mech time."
"Time, sir?"
"Mr.* Schwabacker, remember
that when an officer finds him-
self outnumbered, he can do one
of two things: retreat or call
upon his originality." Fits Mile
softened his criticism. "Perhaps
you Obaerved Me picking up ob-
jects this afternoon?"
"No, sir, I did not."
From beneath his poncho, Joce-
lyn produced a hardwood stick
eight inches long. There were
_forty notches cut into two sides,
and when he scraped it against
his belt buckle It edutided.like an
alarmed rattler. "Rattlesnake
stick," 'he said. "Cheyenne. and
of tb,e,_Elk Warrior society, if
I'm not niNfiken." He turned
and called to Sergeant Finnegan.
When he came up, Jticelyn pro-
duced another trophy, the feath-
ered end of a broken arrow.
"Sean, you're a Komi man when
It comes to Indians. Who does
this belong to?"
Finnegan inspected the arrow,
then said. "Sioux, sor "
"1 picked that up leas than a
antic from the rattlesnake stick.
and along the same line of
march," Jocelyn said.
This caused a' frown
gate edine:;zdt a
enne and Sioux tugel.b sort
He sat uggete -Pos.:abet. nut. tit
Ito now the Cheyone's re•en stay-
in out of Red Cloud's trouble.
Schwabacktt-t attr,d. 'May I
speak. sir"- Jocelyn nnilised. "Sir,
acks nave been thinning
out. The party we tn.] now is
less than a quarter of the size it
was this noon. I suspect a trick,
sir."
"Ah," Jocelyn said. "Explain
yourself, Mr. Schwabi eke!. I'm
always interested in theones."
. . . 1 ought to know better
lie's done this to me enough
times, pulled me in ro he meld
show up my ignorance . "It's
not the Indians' habit to leave
such a defined trail. sir. I'd say
we were being circled. sir."
"Very commendabie," Jocelyn
said in a voice that told Schwa•
backer nothing. That was Joce-
lyn's way, to leave a man won-
dering whether hc was being
laughed at or congratulated. Joce-
lyn looked around at the bivouac.
Night was a blanket and the
troopers were only vague shapes
beneath their ponchos. "Perhaps
this patrol will prove interesting
after alt Now get Some rest,
Mr. Schwabacker. We have a long
night ride ahead of us."
Schwabacker turned a w a y.
Corporal Kykundahl had his Han.
kets and waterproof tarp spread
and Schwabacker said, "I guess
I'll never be able to tell whether
he's laughing at me or not."
Kykundahl looked up quickly
-The lieutenant? He keeps his
own counsel."
"It's his formality that gets
me," Schwabacker said. "I'm an
officer the sante, as he is, but
he never calls me anything but
'mister.' He calla Finnegan by
his first name, but I lust can't
get through to - the man."
'Takes time, sir," Kykundahl
said softly. "The lieutenant's got
his problems, sir. Finnegan's been
with him for years. That makem
the differente."
"How long have you been with
him. Corporal?"
"Five years, sir."
"That's a long time to wait
for a man to shake your hand,"
Schwabacker said.
"Aye, sir, but it's worth it
where Lieutenant Jocelyn's con-
cerned. He's a fine officer, sir."
"I know that," SchWil baeker
said, impatiently, trying to make
hie -point, "Hilt-Illon't know him,
Corporal. If someone asked me
about him, what could I say?"
"That he's a fine officer," Ky-
kundahl said. "That's all he wants
you to say now, sir. A few years
back it'd have been different, but
not now." -
"What do you know of him?"
Kykundahl shrugged. "That he
was r , ied. Had a son. His wife
left him seven years ago."
"Why 7"
"I wouldn't risli him, sir," Ky-
kiindahl said and went away,
leaving Lieutenant Emil Schwa-
backir alone %vitt] his thoughts.
(To Be Continucd) 
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-Land Transfers
NO- TRANSFERS
Claude Vaughn et ex to Her-
man L. Humprhies, lots.
-G-A. -and Verna Dell Snow-to
A. P. and Era H. Slaughter, lot.
Alfred T. and Audie Crawford
to Duel and Dean Downey, lot.
A. P. and Era H. Slaughter to
G. A. and Verna Dell Snow, lot.
The Marine Corps has three
combat divisions with supporting
forces and three Marine aircraft
wings, to provide belanced ground
-air teams in its' Atlantic' and
Pacific Fleet Marine Forces.
The motor fuel used in the
Iwo Jima campaign would have
filled a train of dank 'cars 238
miles long, and art lubricating
oil would have filled an addi-
tional 125 box cars.
SHERIFF'S SALE
The following 1956 Tax Bills, upon which
there is real estate, will be offered for sale at
the Court House door, in the City of Murray,
Calloway County, Kentucky, on Tuesday,
April 2, 1957, at 1:00 o'clock p.m.
Anderson- Johnny Hugh, Rt. - 6,
N3298-154.41, Murray, Ky.
Baucum, T. 0., 206 So. 6th, Mur-
ray, Ky., 113379-142.23_ ' 
Beaugard, -&O'rgie, Spruce St.,
Murray, Ky., 113400-$2.83
Blanton, Mrs. C. C. (Tommy),
Sprifee Street, Murray,-Ky.,
113451-$14.34_
Boyd, Henry W., 109 N. 12th St.,
Murray, Ky., '113473-$68.25
Bradley, Mary, Spruce St., Mur-
ray, Ky., 113483-$8.46
Cunningham, Wildie, Rt. 2, Mur-
ray, Ky., 113748-$14.76
Dublin, 0. 0., 1107 Poplar St.,
Murray, Ky., 113843-$78.25
Farmer, T. P.- & Laure, 411 So.
6th, Murray, Kentucky, 113974
-$42.25
Foster. Hubert, 701 So. Cherry,
Murray, Ky., 114019-$18.69
Gammonds, Low, General Del.,
Murray, Ky., 114055-$1.54
Gammonds, Modena, 511 
NorthMurray, 114056-Cherry,
$11.26
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NANCY
Galen, Grogan Estate c/o Lute
Grogan, Detroit, Mich., 114133
-$21.25
Harding„ Bert, • Gen. Del.,- -Attire.
ray, Ky., 114177-e-$4.36
Hornbuckle, William, 213 Spruce
St., Murray, Kentucky, 114281
-$13-.55
Ivory, Annabell;-213 Walnut St.,
Murray, Ky., 11.4352-$2.81
Jackson, Earl, Gen. Del., Murray,
Ky., 114353-$6.33
Jackson, Vera, 71a Spruce Street,
Murray, Ky., 114361-$2.31
Key, Barnett, City, 114491-$4.35
Littleton, Lilly May, Murray,
Ky., 114641-$5.89
Lyons, Lee R. & Debris, 505
Poplar, 114666-$9.13
Moody, Robert, 4th & Wakut,
'Murray, Ky., 114754-$23.69
Phillips, A. L., So. 9th, Murray,
Ky., 115110-$52.91
Rutledge, Pete, Jr., 2nd & Ash,
Murray, Ky., 115291-$35.03
Simms, Lottie Mae, Gen. Del.,
Murray, Ky., 115380-$5.63
Skinner, Buster, 120 Spruce St.,
Murray, Ky., 115382-$19.58
Stone, Bailey, Decd., 812 Hatnil-
ton St., Murray, Ky., 115482-
$1.54
White, J. L., Payne St., Murray,
Ky., 115770-$11.69
Wilkens, Howard, S. 9th St.,
. Murray, Ky., 115804-346.00
Willis, lzora, Gen. Del., Murray,
Ky., 115838-L9.99
Beckham, Joe & Jimmie, Rt. 3,
Murray, -Ky., -117404-413.86--
COMMON SCHOOL
Ahart., James E. Rt. 1, Altno,
Ky., 107485-$20.97 -
Ancterson, Alton, New Concord,
Ky., 107538-$35.98
Bell, Ben G., Rt. 5, Murray, Ky.,
107732-$9.59
Bray,• William Paul, Hazel, Ky.,
107914-- -$33.22
Bruce, Mrs. Logan, Lynn Grove,
Ky., 107972-39.a4
Byars, B. Y., 9014 Newton,
$15.94
Cie•eland 6, Ohio, 108085 -
Byars, Linville, Dexter, Kentuc-
ky., 108092-$18.28
Cole, Charlie, Rt. 1, Dexter, Ky.,
108325-$24.19
Conn, Charles & J. B., 522 Ver-
non, Sikeston, Me., 108397 --
$2.31
Crawford, Annie, Dexter, Ky.,
108506--$3.94
Crawford, Leonard, Rt. 4, Murray.
Ky., 108515-$23.83
Cunningham, Francis, New Con-
cord, Ky., 108594-47.54
Denham, Dolphus D.; Rt. 3, Ha-
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zel, Ky., 108694-$8.47
Dodd, Muncie, Sento n, Ky.,
108738-$1,39
Doran, D. W. & H. J. Holloway,
Route 6, Muray, Ky., 10876e
-$4_62
Duncan, Eulala p., Dexter, Ky.,
108839-$5.31
Duncan, Huie, Dexter, Ky., Rt. 1,
, 108845-$23.04
Duncan, John, Dexter, Kentucky,
108848 $5.32.
Eldridge, Carl, Hazel, Ky., Rt. 2,
-108959-$6.09
B e Charles E., Dexter, Ky.,
108066=$T.13
Hart, C. H., Rt. 1, Lynn Grove;
-Ky., 109631-$19.18 
aynes, Jewell, Rt. 6, Murray,
Ky., 109662-$6.93
Herndon, Virginia, Rt. 1, Alnico;
Ky., 109721-$2.54
House, Lonnie, New Concord,
Ky., 109879-$24.87
Howell, W. C., Murray, Kentuc-
ky, 109906-$8.58
Johnson, William I., Murray, Ky.,
Rt. 5, 110055-$50.76.
Jones, C. W., Murray, Ky., Rt. 3,
110107-$10.20
Jones, Galen 'D., Kirksey, Ky.,
Rt, 1, 110109-$62.69
Jones, J. B. & Stella, Dexter,
Ky., 110155-$22.971
Jones, Matt, Unknown Address,
110181-$14.55
Kline, W. R., Lancaster, Calif.,
110321-$20.10.
141e7b. Pre NalticseY.-XY, Rt. 2,
110370-514.33 -
Lassiter, Milton & Charles Kemp
Rt. 3, Murray, Ky., 110428 -
$27.72
Lee, R4bert C., Unknown 'Ad-
dress, 110495-$60.41
Lindsey, Forrest, Terre Haulte,
Ind., 110518-$26.07
Luce, Lt. William J., Houston,
Tex., 110582-$8.08
- Dorothy- Mae,- 1--Dexter,-
Ky.. 110677-$11.55
Meadows & Owen, Unkno vin
Address, 110697-$12.01
Miller, Bobby R., Dexter, Ken-
tucky, 110721-$51.32
Miller. H. J., Dexter, Kentucky,
110747-$24.95 ...
Miller, J. Hobert, Hazel, Ken-
tucky, Rt. 1, 110753-$33.93
Almo, Kv„11079.3
-$9.24 -
Newsome. William. 4946 Clip-
pert, Dearborn, Mich., 111193
'-$5.54.
Newton, Mrs. Jane BtIlington,
Unknown Address, 111194 -
$9.24
Orr, Marion. Decd.. Unknown
AY.
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Address, 111251-$6.78
Overby, Elvis, 111342, Dexter,
Ky.,-$12.40
Parish, Elmus, 1504 West Mayor
Street, Hazel, Park, Michigan,
111450-$24.06
Parish, 0. L., New Concord, Ky.,
111461-$4.89
Pascall, Mrs. Nell, Unknown Ad-
dress, 111508-$29.54 •
Render, V. R., 325 South 8th St.,
Mt.' Vernon, 111., 111251-e421.25
Richersoh, Rodney, ph known
Address, n 1767-$3.93 •
Riley, Clayton, Kirks'ey, Kentuc-
ky 
_ .
Rinehart, Isabelle, Lynn' Grove,
Ky., 11803-$2.54
Roberts, Mrs_ L. P., Murray, Ky.,
Rt. 4, 111834-$9.01
Scarbrough. Noble. Murray, Ky.,
Rt. 6, 112007-$19.67
Sheridan, Olin B., Hazel, Ky.,
Rt. 1, 112090 $11.09
Short. L. F,, & Betty, 7245 La
Fayette, Detroit, Mich., 112109
-
$5.32
Simmons, Victor, Rt. 1, Kirksey,
Ky., '112134-$85.33
Smith, Jay, Dexter, ,Ky., 112195
-
$61.99
Stine, Harold, 1304 Main Street,
Wheaton, Ill., 112348-$32.80
Stubblefield. Reed M., 912 Ham-
ilton, Toledo, Ohio, 112419 -
$1.39
Terrell, Billy H., 14051/2 Main
St., Murray, Ky., 112497-$2.31
Timmell, Carl, Rt. 3, Newburgh,
Ind., 112583-$13.86
Walkins, Charles P., 504 South
9th St., Murray, Ky., 112848-
$8.58
Weatherford, 0. T., Hazel, Ky.,
112879-$13.49
Williams, W. Orbie, Murray, Ky.,
Rt. 3, 113046-$44.23
•••
ONLY tisJA I Pilot I MIS YLARS
pais LANDINGOAST GUARD
WED Dancing
20 8 Till MidnightMA 
Moonlight 9 
and 
LVS 9 P.M.
Tenn. River
FARES: Child 75e; Adults $1.75
(tax incl.)
RHYTHM MASTERS
ORCHESTRA
Glass-Lev. -ea • Heated
These Tax „Claims are subject to the addition of a
.6c; penalty, the cost of advertising, $1.00 Sheriff's Fee,
and distraining fee of 6'; of the tax and penalty.
The purchaser of a delinquent tax claim will be is.
sued a certificate of delinquency which becomes a lieu
upon the real estate described oft the face of the tax bill.
This certificate of delinquency is subject to 12'; interest
per annum from the date of issuance.
BRIGHAM FUTRELL Sheriff
Calloway County, Kentucky
Iv trni. Buttlandllar
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ABB1E an' SLATS
SWEAR THE WITNESS IN-IF
SHE'S GOT ANYTHING TO SAY
THAT'LL THROW SOME LIGHT
ON THIS CASE, THE JURY
OUGHT TO HEAR IT
FIRST OFF -SLATS SCRAPPLE
DIDN'T HAVE ANYTHING TO DO
WITH THE GAS STATION
f3UST-
LIL' ABNER
J WHERE HAVE VOU GOT_
THAT WATCH CONCEALED,
YOU CUNNING LITTLE
RASCAL!! 
,
ARL
Ccifel
SHE'S JUST A KID -SHE DOESN'T
KNOW WHAT SHE'S DOING
YOU OUGHT TO -
3-2
by Raaburn Vas &woe
I KNOW WHAT I OUGHT TO
DO, COUSIN-AND I KNOW THAT
I. SHOULD HAVE DONE IT
MUCH SOONER,
TOO:
1I'M SICK OF THIS.Fr-SICK SERGE.ANT.F.0
WAY 'DOWN DEEP INSIDE!? OPNIOUSLY r.
PRODUCE THAT  NAT LITTLE L
VEACTCH,OR-I'LL- GENTLEMAN
IS INNOCENT!!
To Re. t/ S C,, Of -All r.fike• ......
CAA. 5515.1   S..‘,10. 10, 
by Al Capp
ARE 'YOU GOING
TO PERMIT THAT
RUFFIAN TO
TORTURE
HIM?
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..,St down walls and shelving. to—waistiothe windows. '
ras- for moth protection. Finday Get Writ Fres1Salad the Mos.Wednesday Upstairs paint day of trash, dried grass, and leaves.
Should walls be. in good condi-
,* soion._ sous will at least - want to
freshen doors and window sills
with paint. •
-Sunday - Make IS het of your rThurssolay. Clean upstairs rooms.activities for each day' of the wash second floor windows andcampaign Use the -following sehe- rortains.dule as a 'guide but change' it :o Fs'elay Downstairs painting—meet your special needs. soecial ait,, Mien to kitchen, allMonday Check attic cdlire and doors and window , sills.
walls against leaks. or cracks. Satiirday Clean downstairs, washGet rid of, old newspapers and Orst story windows and curtains.box,es Put items to be retained • Sunday -Rest and check up onin boxes and label esments. Do--' schedule. Make plans for comingstate old clothing and discarded week. •
furniture to charity. Wash win- Msnday Iron all curtains.down and • thoroughly-se-lean en- Tuesday Clean out basementtire attic. I Get rid of . unused articles. rub-Tuesday Co' through closets I bush: flammable items. Wash
chOssing clothes you no longer haoement windows.
si•ear for gifts. to needy. Remove SWednesday Wax all floors.
'all itemy from closet. CarefillIssi-Thursdayo l, ;porch and gar-
examine fir water spotting •r den furniture. Check fencing.
etaster‘ cracks Make raoairs rensir if necesssee and is400.
•, 
• 7- .rget .
• .
•••
Seheiltde
' DRAPERIES
* SLIP COVERSt t
Your Family Wardrobe
Beautifully Dry Cleaped
* WE PICK-UP AND D4,IN'ER *
JONES CL6MERS
JOHN TROTTER 567 THOMAS REDDEN
Plantgrass seed. Get flower beds
ready for seecis_ Wash all window
and door screens.
Saturday Exterior painting by
master of house or painting con-
tractor. Odd jobs inside: cleaning
kitchen cabinets, oiling door and
oher hinges. puttsng up curtains
And so a sparkling house.!
We will custom - build
venetian blind A to fit
any type of window..
including picture win-
dows. Get our estimate.
MURRAY TENT
and AWNING CO.
Phone 61
FT"
„
SYKES
HAS EVERYTHING YOU NEED FOR
BUILDING THIS SPRING!
Finished Lumber 'in all the Sizes
You Need
Roofing - Doors - Windows
Both Interior and Exterior Paint,
Varnishes and Stains
WE CARRY EVERY BUILDING NEED SOR-- — —ANY JOB, NO MATTER HOW LARGE ORSMALL!
•••••
•PlkesBros.Lumber Co.
NLW CONCORD ROAD PHONE 388
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LEAS LETTUCE COS LETTUCE
OR ROMAINE
BROAD LEAVED
ENDIVE
CURLY LEAVED
ENDIVE
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CHERVIL CHIVES CORN SALAD
.„..
,. QLED
GARDEN CRESS.
These green leaves will be delic
The fresher the greens, the
better the salad—and, no salad
tastes quite so good as the
go)wn in your own garde!).
Tossed' salads are "musts" in
most reducing diets and furnish
a treasure of viternins for grow-
ing children. Your reputation as
a "hostesssyrith the mostest" on
the -tablinbe grown In a cor-
ner your backyard vegetable
g en. A salad garden can give
ou months of crisp, flavorful
greens which you would never
be able to rind in markets. A
further advantage of a home-
grown salad is that the green
leaves can be picked, washed,
dried and chilled minutes berpre'
serving—an important factor, as
any gourmet will agree, in ea-
ting the fullest flavor from
your salad.
Here- is a _suggested list of
salad ingredients which can De
easily grown by the home gar.
dener:
Lettuce is the key to your
tossed salad. The commercially
gsown lettuce tends to be the
nsat, white head which most
Salad chefs find to be tasteless
and difficult to dress_ In growing
y or own, you can enjoy the pre-
fer-red cos lettuce—known as
"somaine"—which is available
for growing in several varieties.
Loose heading varieties—such
as Bibb or limestone—also is a
f '..rite with salad fanciers. This
of lettuce can be grown in
1 early spring and fall, but
t• ds to goto seed in hot weather.
Leaf' lettuce also is excellent
In salads and can be grown for
a much longer period than the
head types. Leaf lettuce can be
used when the leaves measure
two -hes across. The plants
must se thinned out regularly in
Red China
'W'ants U.S.
Recognition
By WENDELL S firtERiCK
United Press Staff Correspondent
HONG KONG le — Recogni-
tion by the United States is
far more important to Com-
munist China than admission to
the United Nations.
Some Western diplomat., as a
matter of fact, are. not at all
convinced that Peiping wants
membership in the U N just
yet. Such membership, they
theorize, might prove embarrass-
ing at times to the Red regime.
To start with. U. N member- 
vote to seat Peiping_ in placealvife—wintiiiiei inept o 
l.1717-- Of the Nationalists,s the Corn-sure recognition by the United 
munists naturally would jumpStates. But U. S. recognition
at the chance, for this wouldalmost certafinly would result in 
scuttle Taipei's influence inquick admission to the U N. Southeast Asia among overseasFurther. admission to the U. N. Chinesemight not dissolve the Nationalist But if there were two Chinas,regime on Formosa. There exists then Peiping's reaction likelythe possibility of "two Chinas
would be different.soting in the world tesdy.
Peiping may be thinking, how-Fear Li. N. Debate
The big danger to Peiping's
campaign tosgain ideological con-
trol over Southeast Asia sal. the
Reds' foremost aim after For-
-moss — would be that in any
debate in the U N,. Communist
. China would have to stand up
and be counted.
There could be no double-talk
.; emerged after the Hungarian
antl—P5TiS11 !Wall 'Oh The rights
and wrongs of Russian inter-
vention. As things stand now,
Ping can hedge in Condemning
one side or the other.
This is especially important In
Peiping's relatisns in Syntheast
,S .13, •
During 1956. it became ap-
. srent that that Communists had
sised somewhat their plans to
.nvert countries in that area.
.ss first step seemed to be
"led at creating a gulf laetweeh
itheast - Asian nations and the
' riled .gtates, even at the risk
.having Comm :WM elements.
'.,rther suppressed._
The reasoning would seem to
• • that once Asian countstes
  
disengage, themselves frsm r S.
- • -
ous addition to your salad bowl
orilisKio mature.ndive can be) grown in two
types—broad and curly leaved.
Both hold up under frost or hot
weather and have a distinctive
flavor which is an asset to a
salad. Since frost improves this
flavor, a late sowing Is recom-
mended so that the plants will
reach maturity in the fall.
On the subject of unusual fla-
vor, corn salad is fresh. and
spicy, and is grown easily in
spring and fall. Curled garden
cress also has a strong flavor
and thrives with ordinary, rou-
tine garden culture.
Watercress is easily grown in
areas which have a ready supply
of fresh water. Constant mois-
ture is essential to the fullest
development of watercress.
Cervll is an aromatic plant
resembling parsley. However,
there the similarity stops. The
flavor of cerva is far superior
and makes it a highly prized
item in the salad bowl. It also
can be used as a garnishment
for meats. Like parsley, the seed
is slow to germinate Sow it with
a few radish seeds to mark the
rows.
One of the most useful salad
vegetables is chives. A cousin of
the onion, its leaves have a deli-
cate onion flavor, just sufficiently
strong to give the faintest sea-
soning to a salad. Chives grow
easily from seed and • plant
survives many years Its flower
is an attractive lavender and
can do double duty aeoiecoration
along a garden weir
As many as four sowings of
salad vegetables can be made
with good results and there
should be at least two, as a very
minimum—one in spring and one
in midsummer for the fa!' crop
_
influence, Communist influence
would eventuallY increase.
"Peaceful" Subversion Torpedo**
This "peaceful" subversion,
however, would have been tor-
pedoed had,
 -Red China been
obligated to stand up in the
U. N. and vote with Russia
against a n y condemnation of
Soviet intervention in Europe.
To Asian nations, such an act
would have been a declaration
of Peiping's willingness to dup-
licate such intervention in the
Far East if similar conditions
existed — for example, in Thai-
land's recent crisis, or in Indo-
nesia or South Vietnam.
As long as Red China is
barred from the United Nations,
Peiping's propagandists can create
a picture of martyrdom which
can draw seenpathy from neutral
countries.
• However, if the U. N. should
1--MYRF.0
 AWNI
Make Your Home
Cooler
'Awnings Custom-Made
To Your Needs
Many Colors and styles
to choose from
MURRAY TENT
and AWNING CO.
- Phone 61
•
-
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ever, that without U. S. recogni- recognition and U. N. member-lion, it is doubtful, at least for 'ship has not hurt Peiping too
the time being, of the Nationalists . much. In some ways, it has beenbeing excluded from the world I a help.
organization.
Summed up, informed diplo-
mats believe, the lack of U. S.
and Materials
for MODERNIZING
Your Home
SEE OUR
* COMPLETE LINE *
CLEAN ljP
PAI U
ci
204 N. 4th
Girls enjoy the Girl Scout pro
gram of activities 
c
as
of "troops." Eah troo
own adsilt leader an
assistant leader.
ly 30 girls i
Mt rs
as its
t least one
ere are usuaj
Girl Scout troop.
EXTRA ROOM
You've ahvo
NEEDED1
Complete Line
Building Supplies
• Aluminum Storm
Windows and Doors
• Kitchen Cabinets
• Builders Hardware
• Windows and Doors
• Pittsburgh Paints
• Ornamental Iron
• Roofing
ADD CHARM WITH
This Spring
Phone 72
Come in and see our extensive selection of wood paneling.You can brighten a room or change it into a den with any
of several patterns.
You Can Beautify Your Home
With New Doors
Complete line Aluminum and Wood Doors
and Windows
New Cabinets
For Your Kitchen
We make them right here in our own shop. See us
today and select from our woods and ornamental
hardware.
Goodyear Floor Tile
Plastic Wall Tile
Many Colors to Choose From
Johnston Paints
For Interior and Exterior
Bucy Building Supplies
NEW CONCORD ROAD PHONE 997
_
• •
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Girl Scout pro-
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lirl Scout troop.
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Fireproof Your Home With
cleanliness Says Fire Chief
Fire proof your home with
cleanlines in 1957, Fire Chief
Flavil Robertson urged today as
Murray's Clean Up-Paint Up-
Fix Up campaign opened.
/"Extra good house keeping
hints will xeduce fire's chances
of striking home and family."
the Chief said.
It suggested these protective
r.sures:
Clean out leaves from gutters.
Keep leaves and dried grass
away from building founda-
tions.
Burn trash in a special isola-
ted area, with en attached hose
always nearby. _
Give particular attention to
clearing out attic and basement,
garage and - closets of old cloth-
ing, furniture, piles of news-
papers and magazines.
litcer keep flammable liquids
such as gasoline in the house.
Oily rags should be thrown
away or closed in metal con-
tainers. Oily mops should be
hung up with plenty of air
circulating around them, prefer-
ably outside. •
Install a heavy, tight-fitting
door at top of basement steps
to check possible fire's spread.
Check and clean heating plant.
Replace frayed electrical cords.
Have' an electrician check wir-
ing to del,ermine adequacy.
With trash, flammable liquids,
oily raw cleared out, spon-
• •
•
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41/ Aboard for" H EA 1,11 11.±TOWIM"
taneous ignition is practically I
eliminated, the--ChTer explained.'
In addition, should fire start
from an uncontrollable sourcej
it will not have the ready
fuel of papers, rags, old mat-
tresses, etc. to feed on and
can be quickly extinguished.
"Check Up. Clean Up-Paint
Up-Fix Up, to defeat a stub-
born foe, fire," the Chief added.
•
For making your nursery shopping easy we have erected
a new lath house which is filled with a large selection of
• nursery stock.
• ROSE BUSHES
• ARBORVITAES
• JUNIPERS
• SPRUCE
• HEMLOCK
• LIGUSTRUM
• MAHONIA
• HOLLY (five varieties)
• EUNONYMOUS
• MAGNOLIA
• NANDINA
• PYRACANTHA
(red and orange)
• ABELIA
• BOXWOOD
• SILVER MAPLE
• SUGAR MAPLE
• CRIMSON KING MAPLE
• DOGWOOD (pink & whits)
• RED BUD
• APPLE TREES
• PEACH TREES
• FLOWERING CRABS
• CHERRIES
MANY OTHER ITEMS
TO CHOOSE FROM
PANSY PLANTS
Gladiolus Bulbs
Dahlias
WE ALSO CARRY A COMPLETE LINE OF INSECTICIDES,
FERTILIZER and PEAT MOSS
r Shirley Florist
500 N 4th Phone 188
A Clean City Means A Low
Crime Rate Says Police Chief
-Clean Up-Pamt Up-Fix up Police Chief Novis McReynolds
is not only a campaing for civic announced today.
betterment' and beautification but "The Clean Up program lowers
a means of reducing crime", the crime rate ih several impor-
tant tways. " Chief McReynolds
said. ' "First Qf al/ it's gdod
training in cooperation far our
—chi n and diverTs Their energy
Into roductive direetions. The
lant,Trees,
Not To Be In
Way Of Wires
Nothing adds more to the at-
t ra tctiveriess of-residential streets
than beautiful trees: In many
commtmities, however, dense fo-
liage often cloaks a poor lighting
system so as to make .it practi-
cally worthless.
In new neighborhoods, it's easy
to start right by planting trees
which grow in compact, regular
shapes that will not obstruct
lighting. Expert arborists can
give competent help oh this mat-
ter.
In older, established areas with
*ire. trees and hear, overhang-
ing foliage, the problem Is solved
by • a ceisiation of judicious
pruning and careful selection and
iflacing. of street- lights.
With modern luminaires, bran-
ches need only be pruned where
they interfere with the down-
ward cone ot light ciftected at the
pavement. In many cases, where
considerable pruning is not prac-
ticable. longer arms supporting
the lights , or,, the liFe of lights
suspended on span wires over
the center ot the street may be
the answer. As a last resort.
Ighing fixture's giving maxium
illumination at low angles may
be mounted at lower than normal
heights to avoid interference by
the tree branches. This method
usually involves the use of more
closely spaced lights. -
With 'proper plannning and
care, trees and good lighting can
live together, each complementing
the other in perfect harmony.
Cleanliness
-Necessary
To Health
Remember the old fable of the
mouse? They learned by bitter
experience how important where
_rnu live is to _y_our health_ _
Modern research has given up
some more definite information
on the effect environment has
on two of the most serious
menaces to health t mental disor-
Chief, Novel McReynolds
young:ters learn respect for
property and the enjoyment to
be gained from working to-"4
gether for common goals. -
"Secondly, by focusing atten-
tion on slum and rundown areas,
the environment which is the
breeding place of much juvenile
delinquency and crime begins
to be eliminated.
"In addition, as our alley*
and yards are cleaned. painted,
and better lighted the criminal
has less and less opportunity
to hide himself from police de-
tection.
"For everyone's safety a n d
peace of mind, support the Clean
Uti-Fix Up-Paint Up program
and - fight crime." the Police
Chief urged.
Looks Like JELLY.. Spreads Like BUTTE!:
ODORLESS
ALKYD FLAT
DAINIEL
r3-Di p Viral! P2hriii
Makes sloppy pointing a thing of the
post. DA-JEL comes "jelly-:ike" in the
con. It's homogenized and jelled —
needs no stirring or thinning. Friction
from brush or roller makes DA-JEL
flow easily — evenly. Use over wall-
paper, plaster, composition board, ma-
sonry, woodwork, etc. Has all advan-
tages and covers same area as finest
i
quality liquid 
points—t's odorless  scrubb-
$ 69
able — fast-drying. Lot-
test decorator colors.
Will Not Run or Drip Even When Can is Tilted
.016
4 -
•••
Gull*.
Rubberized DA-TEX
For Walls, Ceilings, Woodwork
Rubber tough wall point that
goes on quickly with brush or
roller ... dries in 23 minutes
'with no "paint odor." Guaran-
teed washable. Use on any in-
side walls or woodwork.
Brushes, rollers, hands, and
spilled spots quickly wash clean
with warm water and soap.
Choose From
America's Newest
Wail Paint
Cetera! $569Gallon
Douglass Hardware
HARDWARE - HOUSEWARES - PAINTS
-
ders and tuberculousis.
A study made in New York
City showed- that tuberculosis
is most common in areas of 'poor
housing and • low income. For
example, in crowded. Manhattan
there was an average of 665 cases
of TB for every 100,000 citizens
for the years 1949. 1950, 1951. In
the res iti en t ia.).-boroujel
the rate was only-252 Rax- 100,000.
Medium family income in Man-
hattan in 1960 was $3,073 in
comparison with $4,121 in _Queens.
In Manhattan 18.5 percent of
homes were dilapidated,, while
only 4.7 of the Queens _housing
was rated so low.
Living in crowded city areas
seems also to increase the chances
of developing mental illhess. A
study made in New York state
showed a higher Rrevalence of
hospitalization for mental dis-
orders in cities , than in rural
areas. This was true of general
paresis, dementia praecox. psy-
choses of old 'age, and manic-,
,depressive psychoses.
It's practically impossible to
mental factors responsible for
disentangle the maze of environ-
mental factors responsble_for this 
situation, but certainly the stres-
ses and strains of life in larger
centers of population are im-
portant ones.
'Just Rteiht ---
r6racious Outdoor Living.
GENUINE WROUGHT IRON
Your Choice of Either of the $ 50Above Groups
BLACK or. WHITE
CRASS
Furniture Company
SOUTH THIRD STREET PHONE 381
•
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Attractive
Lawn Can Be
Obtained
Your lawn and yard is the
entrance hall to your property.
It should create a warm and
pleasing impression for your visi-
tors. By following a few simple
rules, your brownish-green yard
can be transformed into an at-
tractive green lawn.
The first step in starting a new
lawn is._to..choose a grass seed
suited to your soil, sun or shade
condusans,-aad-climale-.-- --A- few
minutes' talk with your nursery-
man or hardware dealer will
give you all the aid jou need
for your selection.
With the correct type of seed
purchased, you are now ready
to begin actual work. First of all,,
spade the ground to a depth of at
least six inches, breaking up the
dirt clods. A good humus, such
as peat moss, should be fluxed in.
Plant food should be apailied
next. Two pounds of lime and
four pounds of plans food should
be applied to each 100 square
feet of lawn. This mixture should
be worked in the soil with a
rake.
Next. seed your lawn carefully.
Usually one pound of grass seed
is used per 200 square feet of
lawn. Sow., the seed in one di-
rection first and then in the other
fir even distribution. Cover the
seed with a light coat of soil
about one-eighth of an inch deep.
Then. use a board, or roller to
Frequent watering is essential • •
during the first few weeks. A
spruiklete.is most effective, es- .
pecielly when the grass is young. ,
rutting should be carefully con-
Ogee the grass begins to grow, upper After
sictered. For the first. cuttings
the mower blades should be as Cl
high as possible. lie sure the
biades are sharp.
If your lawn a estabLtshed t
needs a little rejuvenating, you
should rake wain a • long-tooth
rake to loo ffisen "e sou to a depua
of an inch or more, then sow
one pound of lawn seed to each
300 square feet of lawn, using
more in the thinner areas, Use
a short-tooth rake to cover it
and then roll IC or tramp it with
a flat botird•and sprinkle lightlY.
Lop it - with fertilizer _
"-pounds to each 'Ott square feet).
So, you see, the grass needn't
be greener on the other side a
the fence, provided you plant
up during the current Clean
Up-Paint Up-Fix Up campaign.
. The Girl Scouts' theme for
their 1957 birthday ceiebrauon is
"Girl Scouting is a kamtly Af-
fair," in recogrutton of the help
men and women are giving to
Girl Scouting.
tuck Pickup
eanup
Llean Up-Paint Up-Fix UP
1...work is saissly ing. ania beau lily -ing-but-Serne,unes uring how-
es Cr, a quick shower and an easy
supper vita heip you snake oil
any teelings of weariness.
afesu can "Itx up.' the old-
fastuonea hut clog .as the star
attracuon ox your post-cleaning
Ginner .oy spooTiNg_the tank-
tuner ana stuiung it with two
taimeepousei ietkovetng- nur-
ture: Irs cup cheese spread, 2
teaspoons prepared inusi.ard and
sweet pickle relish. Then wrap
tne frank in a partially fried
bacon strip and piace tne "pig
in a blanket" under the broiler.
Open a can of baked beans,
place the contents in a baking
cush or casserole, cover with
Drown sugar, ketchup and the
extra bacon strips and heat in a
moderate oven for 20-2.5 minutes.
A bowl of crisp potato chips,
a tossed salad of lettuce, cu-
cumber and tomato, and a tray of
your family's favorite relishes
will complete your main course
;1th ease. -
As you remove the beans from
the oyep, pop frozen fruit pies
in and they will be ready for
dessert. Served a-la-mode with.
vanilla ice cream, your dinner
will end on a festive note.
Paper plates and Cups can be
used in keeping with the picnic
atmosphere- and will leave you
rested
pERIITION
HOME
IMPROVEMENT
FOR RENT
• ELECTRIC HAND SANDER
• ELECTRIC FLOOR SANDER
• ELECTRIC EDGER
- REASONABLE RATES -
LAWN MOWERS
YOUR CHOICE OF
SEVERAL STYLES -
WIDE PRICE RANGE
Buy Your Lawn Mower
Now At A Low, Low
Cost and Enjoy It
All Season!
• 21 INCH
• 4 CYCLE
• 2 ' : H.P.
Murray Home & Auto
East Main Street Phone 1300
Beautification
Contest Told
The Murray Chamber of Com-
merce and the Garden Depart-
ment of the Murray Woman's
Club are' working together on a
year beautification contest f o r
the city of Murray.
The purpose of the contest is
to,create more interest in plant-
ing-shrubs and trees within.. the
city in order to make the city
ore-bifiitifa during thyear.
• The various categories are be-
ing printed below with prizes
given each month during the
growing season.
Awards For Each Month And
Honorable Mention
APRIL Point
System
I. Best spring garden (jonquils.
tulips etc.) No.1
2. Best wild flowers • No.3
3. Best blooming tree and shrub
display No. 3
MAY
1. Best iris planting No. 2
2. Best corner or front yard
space planting No.6
3. Best over all grounds No.1
' JUNE
1. 'Best ruse garden -No. 2
2. Best day lily display No.2
3. Best climber display No.2
JULY
I. Best Annual bed No. 2
2. Best Junior Garden Club, 4-H
Club. Qrrl- Scout or Boy Scout
garden project No.1
3. Best business house planting
No. 7
•
-N
AUGUST
I-. Patio- -planting--
2. Best planter or window
crepe myrtle and day lily)
Point System For Judging Plant
Up Contest
NO. 1
Spring Garden and Best Overall
All over design 
.40
Scale and porportion 
.15
Color .or leJilure combination -.15
Suitability or material .15
Cult Urat-Tx.-rfeetiOn
NO, 2
Iris, Daylilies, Roses, Chrysan-
themums, Annual Beds
Cultural perfection 
.50
Correct naming 
.15
Size of collection 
.21
General effectiveness .13
NO. 3
Wild Flower Garden
Naturalistic planting .46
Lunaition of plants 
.2a
Suitability of plants 
.16
Arrangement of plant material
.13
Correct labeling 
.11
NO. 4
Back Gardens
Attractive design and planting
.50
Appropriateness of matertae
Condition of material .20
Accessories, such as: wall foun-
tains,. benches, etc. .05
Lawn 
.10
NO. 5
Patio and Permanent Flower
Boxes
Design .45
Distinction and originality .15
Color_ combination .15
-perfeetion
3 Best man's plot
SEPTEMBER
1. Best border planting
2. Best back yard planting
3. Best overall grounds
OCTO BE R
1. Chrysanthemum
2. Best 1957 evergreen
boxes
No. 5
No. I
No. 6
No.4
No, 1
No. 2
planted
No. I
3. Largest 1957 planting of Mur-
ray's adopted trees, shrub and
flower inoá,rea &A-Bowers
NO. 6
Junior Gardens
Plants well 'chosen
Plants well grown
Originality in planting
Evidence of care, -neatness
general appearance
.15
.50
.13
and
.20
NO. 7
...Business House Planting
tleanlIfiess of surroundings .40
Harmonious color scheme .25
Attractiveness of shrubs and
Well Lighted
Streets Big
Aid To City
Free from the dangers of dark-
ness, community life takes on a
new spirg of friendliness and
gaiety. With well - lig hted
streets, residents are no longer
afraid to venture abroad to visit
friends and to attend social
gatherings around the neighbor-
- -
hood.
Good lighting is one of the
must effective deterrents to crime
and vandalism, too. It furnishes
needed night-time protection for
unescorted women and. children.
And it is a proved way to reduce
accidents. The tragic claim fol-
lowing so many traffic accidents,
"I didn't see him step out of the
shadows," is rarely -heard when
streets are properly lighted.
A recent public opinion poll
shows that people associate good
lighting with a progressive corn-
Triunity. Brightly lighted streets
often stamp a communitly as a
desirable place to live, attract-
ing buyers of property and thus
helping to increase or stabilize
real estate values. It is signif-
icant that the Federal Housing
Authority and the Veterans ad-
IliatliStration consistently allow
higher mortgages on homes in
well-lighted localities. Even rtin-
down areas are frequeerly
brought to life when new street
lighting is installed. Residents
take a new pride in their neigh-
borhood, rebuilding is often stim-
ulated, and values begin to rise
when lighting improves.
Compared with many other ser-
vices, improved lighting costs rel-
atively little
Gardening in Cigar Box
Gives Seeds Safe Start
51144AGretteri-7-VI
LOAM, SAND,
PEAT -
PLAIN GARDEN
SOL (Ilkseaenarift)i
COARSE SPHAGNUM
At *XS R
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Seedlings easily crone in box such as this.
An old cigar box, or a cut-down storage for the roots to absorb
milk carton can make any man, as needed.
woman or child a gardener-at
least on a miniature basis.
Long before it is time to sow
outside, the inside gardeAr can
have his seeds sprouting. At
first brush, the directions for •
window sill garden might seem
complicated. Actually, with a lit-
tle experience, you can work out
your own inside gardening meth-
ods to suit your convenience and
the space available in your house
or apartment. Then a when the
weather is warm enough, you
will have boxes of seedlings
ready for transplanting outside.
Seeds need warmth and mois-
ture for germination and usually
they also need darkness. How-
ever, the new sprout needs no
--food and can even do Without
soil until it develops its "true"
leaves-which are frequently dif-
ferent in appearance from the
first ones to pop out.
For these reasons, the top
layer of the planting mixture
which you put into your cigar
hex or milk carton can be an
easily purchased substance such
as vermicuLte or sphagnum
moss. Sphagnum is much more
fibrous than peat moss and un-
less.you buy a very line form it
is a good Idea to rub it through
a kitchen sieve.
Both of these materials- bold
water like a sponge and Can
give the small roots of the
sprouting seeds the support they
need. Being sterile, they put
the sprouts in no danger of con-
tracting any of the killing di&
eases sometimes foond in soil.
The trip layer can tie.oaly. half
an inch deep and should be an-
other half an inch below the top
of the box. This facilitates water-
ing and gives the plants space
to grow under a pane of glass
-provided you want to seal
off your box
Under the vermiculite, -or
sphagnum, top layer, you can
put an inch-deep layer of your
real growing substance, com-
posed of the following:
Equal TOFU of good garden
loam, put through a kitchen
sieve to make it fine enough
for penetration by delicate roots:
sand to ma e the mixture porous
enough tt lei water drain
through reaktlly,jand peat moss
so leaf mol to-hold moisture In
Below this layer will be plain
garden soil, unsifted and with-
out peat moss or sand. Its
rather lumpy texture will help
prevent too much compacting,
There must always be free ells
culation of both water and air.
If you are using a fruit box
for your needs, the spaces be-
tween the bottom boards will
be useful for drainage, although
it would be advisable to put a
layer of burlap over them to
keep the god from falling
through.
A cigar box it Ideal for the pur-
pose, but it should be reinforced
with wires to withstand the pres-
sure of the moist earth. You
also will have to bore several
drainage holes in it.
Small boxes enable you to
keep the different kinds of
flowers separate and help in
treating their different rates at
growth as required.
The seeds should be sown in
straight rows, one inch apart
Merely press in the smallest
kinds, but be sure the larger
ones are lightly covered, usual-
ly about as deep as their diam-
eter. The metal edge of a rule
is good for making the depres-
sions and p sheet of tissue pa-
per or newspaper will make a
good cover to prevent washing
out of the seeds when they are
watered.
Ordinary room temperature,
or slightly less, is sufficient for
germination and a small drop-
of ten degrees or less-will do
no immediate injury.
After the plants begin to grow,
they need all of the sunshine --
they can get. As they start
stretching towards the light, it
will be necessary to turn the
boxes each day to equalize the
growth. At this jiincture, you
will want to put the plants in ..
the sunniest windowof your )
house, but don't forget to move
the boxes back from thesold and
drafts of the window arnight.
Should the plants begin to
crowd each other before -they
are large enough to be trans-
planted. you can cut off a few
of them with manicure scissors.
Leave them where they fall so
that the roots of the others will ,
a9t be disturbed.
For a long life and a healthy one ...
for you and for your neighbors ...
a word from the wise
about FIRE prevention
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Our customers
tell us what a
Wonder Paint ot:alicyd
this is!
enamel
6666
We've never sold a paint that
brought so many compli-
ments from our customers.
SPRED SATIN
THE WONDER PAINT
• You'ci b_e_a_nazed if you coulcL_ _
ar the enthusiastic comments
we get --aout Speed SATIN. Here
are a few of the things people say:
'Perfect r•suIts the first
'I finish•d a bedroom In a couple
of hours '
•No laps or brush...arks.'
oerf•ctIv."
Glidden
SEMI
-GLOSS
as
GIVES YOU EASIEST ENAMELING ON of
WALLS, WOODWORK, FURNITURE
A completely new for-
mula that does the job
in one coat. Modern
alkyds give new ease
of application without
brush marks. Rich, silk-
en beauty, semi-gloss
enamel that adds soft
accent color to any
room. Now deodorized
for more pleasqh.ena-
meling. Easy to keep
clean - washes like
porcelain!
Hughes Paint&Walipaper
401 Maple St. Phone 383
•
IN COLORS THAT
MATCH SPRED SATIN
•
•'
0.
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Clean Up, paint, up. and fix up
today—be pretty tonight?
Of course. Your glamour need-
n't suffer if you follow a few
simple beauty hints.
When you plan extensive
clea ng which will raise dust,
t's Ise to protect your hair with
a bandana. And while you're
"under cover" you may want
to put your hair up in pin curls
to have a "set" while you fork.
- There's a cream on the mishcet
that you can rub on your hands,
arms, and face before you stall to
l• paint, do the gardening or wax
- 0" ..th1 e job is fin-
isliel. the grit-and-grim wash
i awa'.. with plain soap and water.
The water. The cream acts as an
r
xtri! skin and does away with
harsh detergents that may irritate
wedged under your fingernails by
forcing them into a soft bar of
soap. After the job is completed,
the soap will reatiily come loose,
leaving no telltale dirt line.
Plan your daily campaign ac-
tivities so that 4:00 P.M. will
be quitting time. This will enable
5,ou to selax with a leisurely
bath, polish your nails and rest
briefly before dressing.
A deft application of your fa-
vorite beauty aids and a spray
of cologne or perfume will com-
plete your glamour styling.
Your accomplishments will
have, to prove your Clean Up
activities, for appearance-wise it
will seem you spent the day
primping. Clean Up-Paint-Up-Fix
-Up—and Pretty Up.
General Randolph McCall Pate
is the 21st officer to head the
U. S. Marine Corps.
NCY
Phone 601
\"1/
0
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ware ritore
your skin. Ask for it at the hard-
If our hands will be in grime, Keep Clean-Up Time Glow
*wr •
ii-tan -avoid getting-the -dirt y
ear Round With Touch Ups•
Maintaining a home in prime
condition is an investment in the
future. While your house will be
gleaming at the end of our
Clean Up-Paint Up-Fix Up Cam-
paign, you must, keep a year-
round vigil if your home is to
retain its sparkle.
Choose a date each month to
check the spots which are most
likely to show wear and tear.
One of the first things to ex-
amin are your radiators. If the
coating .is peeling, all the loose
paint should be removed with a
wire brush so that the surface is
Garage Too
Can Become
Beautified -
HOUSE PAINT - EXTERIOR, INTERIOR
ENAMELS - VARNISHES
6 All Painting Needs
GOOD SELECTION FLOOR TILE
Including Ceramic Tile
WE SELL AND INSTALL
..1NLAID LINEOLEUM
— PLATE GLASS STORE FRONTS INSTALLED —
Murray Paint &
Wallpaper Co.
107 N. 5th
.1k 
Phone 323
as your garage shrunk lately?
It may well seem that way if a
pile of discarded household Items,
children's toys, wood stacks and
other non-descript items have
narrowed the car space.
Clean Up-Paint Up-Fix Up
Week is the ideal time to -redo
the garage, organizing its con-
tents, cleaning, painting inside,
planting outside.
First of all, remove everything
from the garage and then give it
a thorough sweeping. A good hose
down: or scrubbing if necessary,
Is next on the agenda. You may
wish to give the interior a coat of
light hued paint so that night-
time searches for garage items are
easier, thanks to the higher re-
flectance of light paint.
In returning items to the ga-
rage, there are doubtless several
that can be eliminated. Get rid
of oisll greasy rags. Gasoline and
other flammable liquids should
be disposed of Unused and out-
grown toys should be given away
to an orphanage or other chari-
table organization.
The ceiling space of the garage
Is a good source of storage and
simple nail insertions to the will
hold rakes, hoes, and shovels
Bushel baskets can be stored
aloft, too. Perforated beaver board
can be fitted to one wall to hold
miscellaneous small items.
When you store paint 'cans.
place a dab of the hue on the
outside of each can for easy
identification. Then secure lids
tightly.
Turning to the exterior of the
garage, cut back close-by bushes
that obstruct vision. A flower
box installation or planting
climbing roses, morning glories
or a sapling will aid in changing
the appearance of the garage
from an orphan building on your
lot into an attractive adjunct to
your home.
While Clean Up-Paint Up-Fix
Up won't change the dimensions
of your garage, by following the
above steps you'll find you have
a great deal more room- in ad-
dition to a safer and more beau-
tiful garage.
• Plan Now For
absolutely clean. Then the un-
coated areas sbould be given
a coat of metal primer before
the radiator is repainted the color
desired. A radiator gives off the
maximum heat when it is coated
with ordinary flat wall paint.
Careful attention should be
paid to windows at all times. If
putty is loose or has already
fallen out, replace it at once.
Next, look over your furniture.
If light schatches have collected,
they may be removed by rub-
bing them over with boiled
linseed oil, turpentine and white
-e.?ftia/ pro-
portions.
Linoleum quite often becomes
torn or broken at the edges.
Such breaks are not only danger-
ous but will scuff beyond repair
unless the cracks are immediately
sealed. Furthermore, any water
that may find its way into such
crevices will rot underneath. A
ksatisfactory -method of repair
is to melt some sealing wax of a
color to match the linoleum. Run
this carefully into the break and
smooth it flat before it cools.
If a fragment of linoleum is
broken away, cut a piece of
cloth larger than the break, co-
ver it with glue and slip it under-
neath. Insert the fragment in
place and weight it down until
the glue dries.
If your linoleum is badly worn
in spots—or if you wish to change
its coloringthis.41not.still di
ficult. A base coat of floor enam-
el dries quickly and is easily
applied.
Another spot to watch for re-
painting is door hinges. Recoat
when necessery.
Resolutions
On Cleaning
This Week
I. I will clean out the fire
hazards of old clothing, furniture,
news papers, from attic, basement
and garage.
2. I will repair and put up win-
dow and door screens as a
health protector against flies and
mosquitoes.
3. I will repair sagging steps.
banisters. fastell down scatter
rugs, light stairways and keep
the stairs clear at all times in the
legrest of safety.
4. I will cut down all weeds,
and make both the front and
alley-side of my property at-
tractive as my contribution to
city beautification.
5. I will keep trash and garbage
in proper containers with tight
fitting lids and will lanscape
and camotlage the area.
6. I will never throw trash on
city streets or sidewalks, and
I will use my infulence to prevent
my friends, family, acquaint-
ances, and Co-workers from be-
coming "litterbugs."
to brighten your home ...
P brighten up your LIGHTING!
Murray Electric Systrl
1. Clean reflector bowls for more
light from the lamp bulbs you're
using.
2. Fill empty sockets for better light-
ing throughout your home.
3. Clew' tamp shades for more even
lighting — and a brighter-looking
home.
Now's the time for that cleanup —
and don't forget to see your dealer for
extra bulbs.
' •
s
0 C ilcity is your best buy
A
•
• •-• ' - -
••••
Vacation
This Spring
Nowis tice time to start mak-
ing plans for that family spring
and summer vacation. And the
choice of thousands of families
in Kentucky an dother states
will again be the Kentucky
State Parks.
No other spot ih these United
States offers so much real va-
cation pleasure for dad, mom
and children alike....all types
of recreation, excellent accom-
odations, and all at reasonable
rates. You'll have your' choice
of lodge, hotel or cottage fa-
cilities....all modern and. all
in a natural wooded setting, that
lends itself to true relaxation.
Wheather you cook your meals
yourself in your completely e-
quipped cottage kitchen, or dine
in the beautiful park dining
rooms, you'll say the food never
tasted better and you'll enjoy
your meals more than ever be-
fore.
Swimming at the park beaches
in the cool, refreshing lakes is
a summer-treat that all will en-
joy. And too, there's the spring
And summer sports such as
boating, fishing, golf, riding,
shuffleboard. hikng, and just
about anything else, your family
desires.
Sportsmen will especially .like
the lure that Kentucky's State 
lik-Talces offer. Real-man-size
fish are waiting for your bait,
so remember that fishing is good
now....and throughout the entire
vacation season. Boat docks are
conveniently close to the lodge
and cottages with guides, rental
boats, and fishing tackle all on
hand for your fishing needs.
So don't wait any longer. Plan
your trip to the perks. NOW.
Remember,, excellent highways
lead to all Kentucky parks. So
choose your vacation site soon  
PAGE THREE
PRING CLEAN—UP TIME
Let Us Take The Hard Work
Out Of Your
Spring Cleaning
CALL 430....
FOR PICK-UP SERVICE
We gu'arantee expert dry cleaning
on all your Draperies, Slip Covers,
and other cleaning needs.
"If -„Atts
„
COLLEGE CLEANERS
1411 OLIVE BLVD. PHONE 430
-sgassiseasemi,.
se-1-
WEST KENTUCKY LUMBER COMPANY
Offers A Complete Line Of Building Materials For
REMODELING and
Do-it-Yourself Jobs
OR
WE WOULD BE PLEASED TO DO CONTRACT WORK FOR YOU
3 Years To Pay
No Down Payment
(5% Interest)
For Information See FREEMAN JOHNSON
WEST KENTUCKYLUMBERV
Hazel Highway 
e 
2056
•
•
• '40
•
••
••1
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_
To Get The Best Wesuits
Home owners' can install a;
second bathroom for less money
if they do a little advance plan-
ning.
Outline what you need be-
fore calling a plumbing con-
tractor, suggests the Plumbing
Fixture Manufacturers Associa-
tion. Otherwise, the plumber will
-face tiree-coneeming decisions
that osly the home owner is
qualified to make.
First, jot down everything you-
'd like to improve in your pre-
Suchsent bathroom. Mention
64
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 wilt be used by children E
after they've been playing, for
example, in.stall It near the back veryone Is Benefited By
 door of the house. ' 
•---
I omize by 
to 
installing youur bath- Good Street Lieiting SystemAt the same time, try econ- 
!room next to existing facilities
things as better lighting, glamor-
ous color fixtures, good venti-
lation; and more storage space.
On another list; write who will
share the leethroom and their
individual neds. Father will went
electric shaving outlets; Mother.
a countertop lavatory for groom-
ing; small son, low fixtures.
- -After this, decide where the
bathroom should be to give maxi_!
mum convenience. Find a place
near the area it services so. a
long walk through other rooms
isn't necessary. If the bath-
In this way you can use piping
already cdnnected to the first
bathroom. A second choice might
be above or below another bath-
rum.
Don't make a final decision
about location until you talk
with the plumbing contractor.
Outline what you want and ask
for his suggesuons. Once he hears
your ideas, he'll give additional
pointers on saving money and
planning a first rate moderni-
zation job.
--ereeres.
An Open Letter To
The Public
Brings Color into Your Home
Frierids, spring is here —the time to paint! The time is now
at hand whereby many of you will want to refreshen the appearance
of your properties.
.1_17_e_-cordially-invita-y-ou--to--iw}44-e-a-s-44+-04F-tompl•ete line of
paints and varnishes which we offer at bargain prices. We
also invite you to take advantage of our free estimates con-
cerning the newest method of paint _allplication — that of
spraying. You will be amazed by the swiftness, the neatness, and
the beauty of our fascinating method by expert technique.
Please be advised, ware most .anxious to serve in any of our
capacities.
Respectfully your,
Glindel Reaves
SPRAY" PAINT CONTRACTOR
Phones 184-R or 184-.1
1/2 mile on Lynn Grove Highway
to pay a certain amount each
month. They may continue to
buy up to the limit of the estab-
lished credit. A small carrying
charge is usually made.
F.H.A. Title 1 loans are made
through banks and savings and
r loan companies of associations.
Under the new law, F.H.A. in-
sured loans are available up to
$3,500 and may be made for
periods up to five years. The
Time Payment
Plans Make
Much Possible
If a community is to enjoy
the benaeits of good lighting,
many tileople have a part to
play. Most important- are the civic
officials who must spomor the
program and provide for its cost. ing. bank and private personal
and the electric utility which ; loans and credit union loans.
will supply the power and much ' With the different tkinds of
of the specialized knowledge, as loans and repayment plans now ; containers; (d) Remove food left
Well ts often carryeng out the available, a suitable time plan can 'over from feeding animals; (e)installation and operation. eusually be arranged to meet butt- Keep all stored foods and stock
make them well worth while. 
1 eteeThe time and effort required may ' ridual needs.
be comnsiderable, but the rewards - -
Opportunities For .re•CommunityLea
Community leaders well know
.e advantages of sponsoring en-
eeemente which capture public
•' 7ention . and approval. By its
• ery nature, improved residential
ireet lighting gets attention, and
.. ins the praise it deserves. It is •
ne civic development which can
eeily be shown to bring direct I
enefits to the individual tax- .
ayee in the form of increased
ifety and convenience for his
e,mily and enhanced value for
e property.
A better lighting program is
.eadily assured of support by
;, werful real estate intereste,
••rime prevention groups, women's
• lubs, church and young people's
•rganizations. In competition with
• iher services for the taxpayer's
melee residential street lighting
enprovement can easily be shown
• , be long overdue.
In a recent survey conducted in
, typical city by a qualified
:••search organization, responsible
• fficials and thought leaders gas,.
erst choice to improved residen-
'.al street lighting as offering best
•pportunities for civic promotion.
T he Job For Electric Utilities
'unity seIbr lec usually tine gisa a upe.i"rifilngued
ey electric utilities.
Electric utilities, having much
reere knowledge of street lighting
:him do most- people, have a real
eeponsitelity in seeing that their
re-immunities eneay all its benefits.
i'hey can make important con-
•ributions in planning a lighting
• .e-am and in advising, on the
..e, of suitable equipment.
y can point to Work done
••,), other communities and the
:'-suits it . achieved. And .they cen
...•• a job of incalculable vale,
ra helping to promote the idea ,
etitter lighting so that everyboc..
mill understand and appreciate
.•s advantages.
Because so much of the actua:
eork arid responsibilty of install-
ing and maintaining an  adeceuae-
ereetefigheing system usually fa].
••n electric utilities,. theymest 1,,
adequately compensated fur the
ervices. But this is a small mel-
ee 'compared with the ao.vantag,
__An_xtuut._._Citio(:
eghteng is'worth much more than
:t piste.
Lack of cash no longer means
a delay in home modernization
and redecorating plans, thanks to
the various loan and time pay-
ment plans now available.
The simplest forrei of time pay-
ment program is a budge account
which some paint, lumber dealers
supply and which are an aid to
the "Do-It-Yourself" advocate.
This is a straight charge account
charge is $5,00 per hundred dis-
count in amounts up to $2,500
and a $4 00 per kndred discont
In excess of that amount. Rules
for projects are quite specific
Only alterations, repairs and ad-
ditions that become a permanent
part of the house and substanti-
ally protect or improve basic
liveability or utility are permiss-
able. On the approved list are
where customers pay a certain enlargements, flooring, porches,
amount each month on their pur- roefing, plumbing, wiring, paint-
chases. trig .plastering, heating systems,
Revolving credit is also avails- 'fences, driveways, septic tanks,
tale in thee-dealer supply business. insulation.
In this form, a credit limit is Banks and building and loen
established and customers agree associations make home improVe-
merit loans to consumers. The
agent supplying the credit ar-
ranges the loan and terms of
payment. Nor as limitin gas Title
One either in the loan amount 02'
type of project undertaken, the
interest rates are somwhat higher,
summed up in "Build 'em out—The Open-End mortgage is bee
coming more popular as a means Starve 'ern out—Kill 'em." Ob-
of financing home improvement. veil-tele, entire community co-
This type permits the home- operation is necessary to make it
owner who has reduced his mort- effective.
gage to reborrow an amount up To eliminate rats, the public
to the original mortgage. should be made aware of these
nance charges vary so it may be elementary facts:
well to. contact several hanks to I. Build out the rat: (a) Cover
determine where the best terms basement windows and doors
may be received. The orginal with strong screening; (b) Close
holder. of the mortgage should be holes around pipes and cracks;
the first choice as he has a re- tel Install gratings or voatila-
cord. of how payments have been tors and similar openings' (de
-made. The advantage of the open- Equip doors likely to be left
end mortgage type is that monthly open with closing devices; (e)
Eliminate hollow spaces underpayments are not inereased.
Other sources which can also floors.
be investigated are: VA supple- 2. Eliminate the rat's food sup-
ment loans, second mortgages, • ply: (a) Place garbage in tight- I
mortgage ffnancing and refinanc- ly covered metal containers; (s) r
•-••••••••
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3. Kill the rat: (a) Poison rats;
(b) Fumigate- rat burrows; (c)
Trap rats wherever Poison can-
t be used.-
4. Eliminate the rat's harborage:
(a) clean out all trash and rub-
War On Rats
During Clean -
Up Week
Filthy, parasite-ridden a n d
savage rats are the most dan-
gerous, useless and destructvie
pests known. They harbor the
germs of more than half a dozen
serious diseases including bubonic
plague, typhus fever, infectious
jaundice, rat-bite fever and food
infections. 'Moreover, they carry
these germs into all buildings
to which they can gain entrance.
One pair of rats can produce
1,304 offspring in one year.
Control is our most effective
weapon and control is feasible
only if war is declared on rats.
Rat extermination should be in-
cluded in every Clean Up-Paint
Up-Fix Up program. This is a
job for everybody. The entire
fan-Mule for rat contrail can be
-
.Conclusion
Well-planned residential sire, •
I hat only the home owner
eghting programs are a team
tighting programs are a team
elite .. end with elective
epee , everybody on the team
•
,orl•
, Keep containers where they can-
not be oyerturned by dogs; (c)
. Keep feed for animals in covered
protected from rats.
 vil11111
kt
•
bish from buildings; (b) Stack UP
lumber, stove wood, boxes, etc,
on racks at least 18" above.
ground and not closer than one
foot to walls; (c) Cut high grass
and weeds.
EVERYBODY'S TALKIN'
FOR BITTER LIVING
Paint Gives
New Life!
Choose From Our Fine Selection • • . Just
The One For Your Home!
Choose. Wallpaper For A "New Look" With
Our Beautiful Matching Fabrics
COME IN AND SEE OUR LINE OF
of - 1- • r-111.,-V.P.," '71 V
ARMSTRONG TILE and LINOLEUM - WALLPAPER - PLASTIC WALL TILE Jor
BATHROOMS and KITCHENS
MAGEE and SANFORD CARPETS
TIDWELL PAINT STORE
1210 Main Phone 1400
a
1957
fk
•
s; (b) Stack up
od, boxes, etc..,
ist 18" aboveal
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Cut high grass
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Germs, Rats, And Flies
Have Hard Time In Cle-
Mr. R. L. Cooper, Adminis- areas," Mr. Cooper said. "Clean
trative Assistant of Sanitation Up-Paint Up-Fix Up time gives
of the Calloway County
Department in Murray,
4
R. L. Cooper
urged all of the citizens of
Murray to actively support the
Clean Up-Paint Up-Fix Up pro-
gram beginning March 20, first
day of Spring, as in important
...;mearas of protecting health.
tir "Germs, rats, flies, and mos-
quitoes thrive on dirt, stagnant
ponds, garbage, and .overgrown
•
up another opportunity to de-
clare war on these threats to
health. Remember, rats carry
rabies, plauges, typhus and other
disease. Flies spread dysentery,
tuberculosis and other diseases."
Mr. Cooper made these sugges-
tions on how to best safeguard
a family's health:
I. Repair and install window
rand noar-st rens.
2. Drain stagnant pools and
spray adjoining areas.
3. Cut weeds in your yard and
nearby vacant lots.
4. Have metal garbage and
Wash containers, with tightly
fitting leis (cans off the ground
if possible.)
5. Rinse cans each week to
prevent odor.
6. Get rid of wood piles—a
favorite home of rats and mice.
Handy Tips
To Keep Floor
Gleaming
After you have refinished your
floors during the Clean Up-Paint
Up-Fix Up . time, you. should
follow a few simple instructions
so (hat they will be attractive
throughout the year.
Should white moisture spots
appear on shellacked floors, you
• ...eve them -by --spon
lightly with a mixture of de-
natured alcohol and turpentine.
Be sure you're not using an
oiled mop on a waxed surface
as It will make the wax gummy
and dull.
When you clean a surface wax-
STOLEN WINE FOUND INTACT!
NEWARK V — Police decid-
ed the thief .who highjacked
a truck and its cargo must have
been "on the wagon" at the
time. The truck and its $2.000
load of wine were discovered
five blocks from the scene of
the theft. The wine had not
been touched.
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BEEP AMERICA BEAUTIFUL
ed with paste or liquid buffing i
wax, you can clean soiled spots
Plant with more of the wax. Stubborn ' Life Waits For Warm Check The
smudges come off when rubbed
Then re-wax and re-polish the L
with steel wool dippen in wax. Sun To Release Hidden Energy Medicine,spot.
You can wash a coating of
self-polish wax with hot water
and a detergent before rewaxing
There are commercial cleaners,
too. Also washable are enamel*
and waterproof varnish.
Use cushcOn-glides, rubber cas-
tors or. castor cups under heavy
furniture so the; cleaning moves
will not scratch the floor.
DRY CLEANING
TIME FOR
SW,acovers/
Let Us Help You
With Your
SPRING
CLEANING
Prompt, Efficient
Service
Send us your Draperies and Slip Covers!
Brighter Colors - Expert Work
SUPERIOR
Laundry & Cleaners
N. 4th Street Phone 44
By PENN ROBERTS
When the first warm Spring
days arrive, arid' adventurous
bulbs break through the .soil,
do not be .too hasty in ritTp
the mulch. Leave mulch on your
perinials and bulbs, except the
Very early ones until danger of
freezes are over. Be governed by
the season. If left covered too
long 'plants will not do well.
It is really best for pour shrub-
bery and rosebushes if they are
kept mulched with suitable ma-
eel-threughout- the season. This-
onserves moisture, protects the
ots, from the hot sun, and
,liminates the necessity of culti-
atien. Especially Azelias are
The Garbage
Area Can Be
Cleaned Too
shallow-TODIM-Plants and should
have a mulch left around them.
If you have not already done
so, your lawn should be reseeded
and fertilized. This should have
been done on a snow or a
freeze.
- March is really the-"New Year"
in the realm of plant life. The
roots in the soli, the incredible
energy that produces growth,
awaits the first warm sun and
rain. March finds this energy
astir, through scarcely evidence
by outward signs, except the
earlier butbs and 'a few shrubs.
In April it breaks through in
all its splender. .""
Just what does the hew season
promise you? Have you planted
your home grounds so you may
anticipate beautiful flowers and
shrubbery: March, April, and
May are ideal months for this
work.
Flies traveling from filth to
f(iod and alighting on humans
carry some twenty diseases in-
cluding tuberculosis, cholera,dy-
A.tntery. infant diarrhea.
To maintain a healthful - en-
vironment, here are a few steps
a follow:
(1) Prwide a sufficient number
if apporved regulation galvan-
!zed garbage cans to properly
-.tore all garbage between col-
lections.
(21 Crean tip daily and properly
store all garbage, manure, re-
fuse, rotting vegetables. fruits.
grass and other.frefuse in cans
with tight fitting tops.
(3) After each garbage pickup,
thoroughly clean inside and out-
sew of each galvanized garbage
can with soapy water, using stiff
brush or broom.
(41 Store garbage cans on a
platform or rack eighteen inches
above-the gr.,und.
To make your garbage can
last longer and look better, a
Coat of paint should be utilized.
Scrub the can first, then prime
the metal inside and out. Then
cover the can—inside and out—
with two coats of exterior
enamel in your chosen color. If
the cans are kept cldee to the
house you may want to camou-
flage them by painting them a
hue to match the exterior. If
they are alley-side, a little imag-
ination and you can make them
an object of gaiety by painting
them in pastels, candy strips,
polka dots, and other original
designs.
A screening bush or an'attrac-
tive wooden hamper over the
cans, just to mention two ideas,
can further the beauty, of
garbage area and the whole
yard.
During Clean Up-Paint 17Fix
Up-Plant Up Week. fight the
health menace of flies and aid the
appearance .of your neighborhood
by making the garbage area one
of your first projects.
Will Help
IMPROVE YOUR HOME
OW THE MONTHLY PAY PLAN
Borrow Up To $300.
MURRAY LOAN COMPANY
506 W. Main St. "HOME OWNED"
V
Phone 130
LOS ANGELES VI —Lincla,A,
Wenland; 21. an aetitess-model.
Wag granted a divorce when she
told the judge that her estranged
husband, Steward S. Bernstein,
21, "went home to mother" On
their wedding night.
Hippocrates is credited with
being the first ophthalmologist.
For the treatment of eye diseases
he suggested restricted diet and
hot foot baths.
Chest Too
Even medicine which appears in
good condition should be des-
troyed If it is over a' few months
old. (Do-It
-Yourself is not a
good idea when it means doctor-
ling with old medicines as yourcondition may have changed andwhat was once beneficial may
now actually be harmful.),
Safety experts advise that each
medicine cabinet should contain
a clinical thermometer, aromatic
spirits of ammonia, cotte,n, band-
During Clean Up-Paint Up-Fix
Up Week is the ideal time to
make an inventory of your med-
icine cabinet to remove threats
to health and to check whether !
you are equipped for affy emer-
gency
Out should go all unlabeled
bottles, broken pills, any medicine
that has changed in color. teen or
smell, old bottles of iones
once-sterile dressings that have
lost their protective coverings.
•
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ages, adhesive bandages, anti-
septic, buret ditament, rubbing
alcohol, meditine dropper, twee-
zers, adhesive tape.
Safety-wise, make it a firm
rule- that teter-trnedicille ehesf—a-
off limits for your children. If
possible, install a latch which
tiny fingers cannot easily manip-
ulate.
With these hints followed, your
medicine chest Will be an imea-
surable help instead of a hazard.
CLEAN-UP TIME
11=I mm. =no 
••• •Mi
Come in and see our new line of "True Temper"
Garden and Floral Tools now on display, consist-
ing of Leaf Rakes, Hoes, Spading Forks, Hedge
Shears, Pruning Shears, Hand Trowels, Cultiva-
tors, etc.
• tio5 ••• AM • NI
Complete Line Of Waxes, Polishes Oven Cleaner,
etc. by Johnson - Bruces Simoniz, and Beacon
• GLASS WAX - WINDEX - BON-AMI SPRAY
• DUST MOPS - SPONGE MOPS - BROOMS
• CHAMOIS - SPONGES - DUST PANS
• WAX APPLICATORS - METAL POLISH
• SAMAE COPPER CLEANER - DEODORANTS
• ZUD BATH TUB and SINK CLEANER
•
Wheelbarrows and Yard Carts - Lawn Grass Seed -
Verta Green Fertilizer - Davis Paints - Enamels -
Varnishes, etc.
FOR ALL YOUR PAINT AND CLEANING
SUPPLIES — SEE US!
Douglass Hardware
Corner 4th and Main Sts.
Murray, Ky.
Now Is The Time.• • •
TO CLEAN YOUR
• RUGS and CARPETS
• PAINTED WALLS
• WALL PAPER
• UPHOLSTERY
• HARDWOOD and TILE FLOORS
Cleaning is our "Specialty." No job too large or small. Rugs cleaned, furniture
cleaned, all back in place in one day. Painted walls washed to look like new
paint. (See Day and Nite Cafe) cleaned by this machine method. Hardwood
and tile floors cleaned and polished with a waterproof emulsion wax finish.
Phone 1936-WJESSE L. TUCKER
.14
Spring time is the time to freshen your rooms with lovely
new Draperies and Carpets. Se us for the latest spring
colors and materials. "
ENIX
COLDWATER ROAD
CARPETING and
UPHOLSTERING
PHONE 25
•••
.( • ee.eee
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Business Men Of Murray Have
New ,Finishes
Protective To
Furniture
,
, :1!. •
vnd on upholstery.
New developments have made
TO have real wood fur-
nations-that will
r Ci.garette burns or
, glass rings or scratches.
Aids Given In Estimating
Paint Needs For The Home
A rzt,,,s can truly enjoy.a party
ha \ :ng to. think With the advent of Clean Up- To estimate the amount of gal-
; spots ,which she Paint Up-Fix Up time, you're ' lonage requ,ired for a room, you
• c A,r up after the probably planning to wield a multiply the length (if the room
• •- . . paint brush or roller-. TO save by the height and double the
• time,. money, and paint. you total. Then you multiply theA eare:,-...:y Te,ft 'cigarette can
shorild have an accrurate idea of width of the room by the height
....-•inpletely to au the paint you'll need. 
- • and that total is doubled Your-:..r r• - •oday's• new-
two totals added together are theThe first figures to remember
area of all four walls. A windoware the average spreading r3 
'or door is not deduc:ted. unless itfor paifitt •
• 
covers approxlmatuiy
covers • 
n
is greater than 100 square feet
500 square -feet; 1 quart
7"t: 1Aun •
i size. If you have picture win-
dows in vour room or a greaterapproximately 125 square, fee'' number of windows and doors1.' pint covers approximately 65 .
than average. you should make asquare feet; 1.2 pint covers apt, !
. deduction. For example, if yourproximately 30 square 'feet;
living room has four windowspint covers approximately ,
15 15 square feet each). two doors
.square feet.
at 18 square feet per, and a fire-More exact • figures are indi-
place of 24 square feet. your to-eated--en --each -t,tal ail _
tal is 110 square feet which
would save you a qoart of paint.
Ceiling and floor are detel-
nined by simply multiply
. length by •v.itetth.
To determine the quantity of
• material which will be needed,
you divide the total number of
' square feet ih an area by the
. coverage the desired type of
coating provides.
• • • • • I • 0 *
• 41 • 0 e • • • 41 7
afe I 0000000 .1,411.•%.***!0***
••••••••••••••••0,8*
• • 4peolligil,••••• •0011
••• 0...40,604.0000•go • • • • • • • •
•-a.. 
-WE'RE- EXPERTS
AT DECORATING
FURNITURE ILLS :
tt.t. tire
• Has ypur pet chair sprung a spring ...or fractur-
ed a ieg? Whatever the ailment, whenever your
furniture needs a doctor, call us! We're experts
at putting new life into old, worn-out furniture
; easonably prict*
i•
Free Estimates - Pick-Up and Delivery
wide selection of plastic, tapestry,
nylon and wool materials
r; it
IF7' • ,..-78r "." 1111.c. ,i i ......-.. -
MATERIALS - :5
COTTON - RUBBERIZED HAIR. FOAM RUBBER
- TAPE - RUC: B7NDING and PLATFORM ROCK-
ER SPRTNGS
WARS UPHOLSTERY
- SHOP
••••
••••••••
104,N. 3rd - Phone 549
:
CLEAN UP
PAINT UP
-FIX -UP
...for a
Healthier
and a more
• Becutiful
MURRAY!
fruit 5 production than standard
trees. 5avs A. JOIney. UK Agri-
ct;!tural Experiment Station hor-
ny ,! ,irist.
Dwarf trees begin to bear the
'third or fourth year: their fruit
averages as large or larger than
standard trees: and they can be
sprayed with garden equipment
because of their small size
Spray equipment for standard
trees often. is to expensive for
fa-.ily use. • Olney notes, the
7 .,nting if larger than necessary
r a famil.s and entails a good.
deal of labor and expense home-
owners can ill afford.
rr net? recomrnends planting
•r,- o< 15 feet apart. and
•rong a ft-f,ot circle around
•yo•-;•, frra• exass and weeds.
A rr•i'ch partly rotted manure
annuaIN helps 'maintain
growth until trees begin to bear:
nf•er that. small amounts of fer-
tilizer are rec.- m m end ed broad •
ar +Ind each tree in early
spring.
Dwarf trees ha•.te . restricted
root systems. so a stake should
be driven close to the tree and
!he lat•or tied to it The trees-re-
ou!re an annual light pruning
Circt:lar N-- 521 lists summer
and fall ripening .varieties, plue
prayirg and other handling tips
' On cabinets.much more satisfactory for family special cons'ideration.
measure th f ont d 
The City. of Murray
Invites You To Join
THE MURRAY CHAMBER OF COMIVERCE
in thiS.City-WiCIP cirivt to make Murray the cleanest,.
most geatitiful town in Kentucky.
e r area an mu!-
linty by five while radiators
require that you measure the front
area and multiply by seven.
For the exterior you -follow a
similar procedure as you did
inside. Multiply length by. height,
-doubling that figure, theta mul-
tiplying the width be height and
then by two and adding the two
results. For example, a house
50 ft flengifil X40 ft. (width)
X14 ft (height) would be esti-
mated as follows:
14 X 50 equals 700. X 700
equals 5 1.400 sq. feet. 14 X 40
(-goals 560 2 X 560 equals 1.120
foct 1.400 plus 1.120 equals
2 520 sq. feet.
t
Dwarf Fruit
Trees Fit
Family Well
Azaleas Are
Good Spring
Addition _
Each spring your yard will
turn into a fairyland of loveliness
if you include azaleas in your
-ptimr up prcigram. ---
Among- the popular varieties
are azalea mucronulaturm. prized
for its pale rosy 'purple flowers.
The fragrent rosy-pink azaleas
bear the name schlipnenbachi.
The Chinese moths varieties
boast colo7 and shades of yellow.
orange. apricot. salmon, burnt
orange and flame. They will '
reach a height and width of six '
feet.
Azaleas need an acid soil com-
posed of equal parts of loam,'
gravel and humus. Well
-rotted
manure is an ideal fertilizer at
planting time. When planting,
Provide a hole at least a foot
wider than the root ball and
six inches deeper. Never fUl soil
up above the trunk or granches.
Each spring thereafter a mix-
ture of one part cottonseed meal
and two parts of superphosphate
should be worked into the „Soil.
Cmhinels- radiatass- Are- 84 Half a-cup--Q1---this- rniv"tre is-satt  f..it- t,t , 
-.ttav0'pr0ve ficient tor a two-foot plant. It
should be spread in a circle,
cultivated and water in.
Azaleas do not tolerate con-
Cables or • any triangular-
shaped surface, measure the width
and multiply by one-half of the
height.- This total should be
added to the .2,520 sq feet
figure.
The range of coverage of type
of .finish recommended (indicated
on ,the can), the number of coats.
the type and condition of sur-
face all must be considered. -
With these ideas in mind, you
will find paint estimation less of
' a mystery and as a result, you'll
avoid waste and save money.
Use Flower Gardens For
Double Decoration Duty
isiCOTIANA
2- CALI OPSLS
.3 LARK-SPUR
4- CLEOME
5- „SCAQ105A
6- oENTAUR141.
7- MARIGOLD
O cALE.NouLA
In growing flowers, it's the r
rainbow itself that is the gar-
dener's pot of gold.
From a dozen packets of flow-
er seed, the homeowner can
Euir 
 
titmsett with a vivid.
display of color-with a bonus
of flower-perfumed breezes
thrown in. !
The suggested garden in the
illustration above is virtually a
palette for nature's paint brush.
The flowers are placed so that
their colors complement each.
other and the entire garden gives
the impression of a carefully
blended rainbow.
For a pleasing odor, the plan
includes nicotiana aMnis. No -1,
which is called the "sweet to-
bacco." Its white tiooii,-.1 ff oirrrs
give off an abundant perfume
which is especially enjoyable- at
twilight .
No. 2. calliopsis, Is the annual
form of coreopsis. and has the
same daisy-like flowers. Colors
include various tones of yellow.
orange, maroon and crimson with
many two
-toned combinations.
No. 3, annual larkspur, is the
annual, delf.hieittrrt Liza in tru.
pinks. dark blues and white.
No. 4, cleome, is the spider-
9 - ZINNIA
10- SNAPDRAGON
(I' AGERATtilel-
12- PETUNIA
stantly wet roots so draniage
must be provided. However, they
should be well watered during
the hot summer weather.
The plants are ideal for bor-
A heavy cruiser produces 4,000
servings of bakery products per
day for her crew.
The heavy cruser USS Toledo
has steamed enough miles Sinceders or foundations. They like scaping-which should receive her commissioning in 1946 toquite a bit of sunlight and are emhasis during Clean Up-Paint have sailed anaund the worldparticularly fond of a southerly Up-Fly Up-Plant Up time. IQ times.
and easterly exposure.
With exquisite beauty in the
-spring and a rich green thrpugh-
out the year, you'll find azealeas
a welcome addition to your land-
plant, growing four feet tall and
bearing pink flowers.
Scabiosa. No. 5, is one of the
loveliest of cut flowers. Its pop-
ular name is "mourning bride"
and it produces long stemmed
hall shape flowers of fine texture '
and rich colors, which range
from white to many tones of
pink, red, lavender and blue.
Centaura. No. 6, is remarkable
for its true blue, true pink and
deep red double flowers. The
type of marigold which should
be planted in No. 7 space is the
dwarf two toned harmony strain
No. 8. calendula. is Shake-
speare's "mary gold," still one of
nature's loveliest flowers.
For space No 9, lilliput
moire 
 zin-
with small double flowers that
are fine for low bowl arrange-
ments. In No. 10, snapdragons
of the garden type are recom-
mended. They will bloom through
most of the summer.
For other all-summer blooms,
we have blue ageratilm in space
No. 11 and white petunias in the
center space, No. 12. These two
flowers are "old reliable," and •
make a striking contrast in ad-
joining plots.
EVERGREENS
BROADLEAFS - CONIFERS - AZALEAS - ROSES
• FINEST QUALITY PLANTS
• LOWEST PRICES
We Save You Money!
— Special Prices- At Nursery —
( :Ill us for free advice and estimate.
MURRAY NURSERY & FLORIST
800 Olive St. Phone 364-J
• •
-34-7•711..i201•••••kal.041•••;i4;••••••••••411••••••;.•::: S.-.- - -
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CHECK YOUR NEED FOR
NEW
4.01.•••••••—ift.
LIGHTING rixTuREs
LIGHT' FIXTURES
FOR ALL
OCCASIONS
•
DURING YOUR
SPRING- CLEANING
or REMODELING
if you need new fixtures or new wiring —
call us ... we can insure 'the best in sem,-
' ice and merchandise.
CALHOUN PLUMBING & ELEC CO.
204 N. 4th
No need to postpone nec-
essary repairs or desired
improvements for lock of
ready cash. You coo bor•
row from us at low cost,
pay bock later in regular
monthly installments out of
current income.
Take this easy, low-cost way to
finance repairs, modernisation!
Phone 1054
The difference is in YOUR favor when you get a Home Improve-
ment Loan at our rock-bottom bank rates. Repayment arranged
to suit your convenience. No "red tape." Prompt service.
BANK of MURRAY
Member F. D. I. C.
"..•••.••••••••,:.
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